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The Missouri Public Service Commission, having considered all the competent 

and substantial evidence upon the whole record, makes the following findings of fact 

and conclusions of law.  The positions and arguments of all of the parties have been 

considered by the Commission in making this decision.  Failure to specifically address a 

piece of evidence, position, or argument of any party does not indicate the Commission 

has failed to consider relevant evidence, but indicates rather that the omitted material 

was not dispositive of this decision. 
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Procedural History 

On April 11, 2017, Spire Missouri Inc., then known as Laclede Gas Company, 

and referred to herein as “Spire Missouri,”1 filed tariffs designed to implement general 

rate increases for gas service in its Spire Missouri East (f/k/a Laclede Gas Company, 

and referred to herein as “LAC” or “Laclede”) and Spire Missouri West (f/k/a Missouri 

Gas Energy and referred to herein as “MGE”) territories.  The tariffs would have 

increased Laclede’s annual gas revenues by approximately $58.1 million, exclusive of 

associated taxes, of which approximately $29.5 million is already being recovered 

through its infrastructure system replacement surcharge (ISRS), resulting in a net 

increase of $28.5 million.2 The tariffs would have increased MGE’s annual gas revenues 

by approximately $50.4 million, exclusive of associated taxes, of which approximately 

$13.4 million is already being recovered through its ISRS, resulting in a net increase of 

$37.0 million.3  The tariff revisions carried an effective date of May 11, 2017.   

By orders issued on April 19, 2017, the Commission suspended Spire Missouri’s 

general rate increase tariffs until March 8, 2018, the maximum amount of time allowed 

by the controlling statute.4  The following parties filed applications and were allowed to 

intervene:  Missouri Industrial Energy Consumers (MIEC); Midwest Energy Consumers 

Group (MECG); Missouri Department of Economic Development – Division of Energy 

(DE); Consumers Council of Missouri (Consumers Council); Missouri School Boards’ 

                                                
1
 This is the first general rate case the Commission has heard since Laclede Gas Company acquired 

Missouri Gas Energy on July 17, 2013. During the course of this proceeding, on August 30, 2017, 
Laclede Gas Company changed its name to Spire Missouri Inc. and now operates its two divisions in 
Missouri as Spire Missouri East and Spire Missouri West. 
2
 File No. GR-2017-0215, In the Matter of Laclede Gas Company Request to Increase Its Revenues for 

Gas Service, Tariff No. YG-2017-0195, filed April 11, 2017. 
3
 File No. GR-2017-0216, In the Matter of Laclede Gas Company d/b/a Missouri Gas Energy’s Request to 

Increase Its Revenues for Gas Service, Tariff No. YG-2017-0196, filed April 11, 2017. 
4
 Section 393.150, RSMo 2016. (All statutory references are to the Revised Statutes of Missouri 2016, 

unless otherwise noted.) 
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Association; The City of St. Joseph, Missouri; National Housing Trust; Environmental 

Defense Fund; MoGas Pipeline, LLC; USW Local 11-6; Kansas City Power and Light 

Company; and KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations.5 On May 24, 2017, the 

Commission established the test year for these cases as the 12-month period ending 

December 31, 2016, to be updated for known and measurable changes through 

June 30, 2017 and trued-up for known and measurable revenue, rate base, and 

expense items through September 30, 2017.  In its May 24, 2017 orders, the 

Commission also established a procedural schedule leading to an evidentiary hearing.  

The cases were consolidated for hearing purposes, but remain separate cases with 

similar filings. 

In September and October 2017, the Commission conducted eleven local public 

hearings at various sites6 in Laclede’s and MGE’s service areas.  At those hearings, the 

Commission heard comments from Spire Missouri’s customers and the public regarding 

the requests for rate increases.   

In compliance with the established procedural schedule, the parties prefiled 

direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony and direct and rebuttal true-up testimony.  The 

evidentiary hearing began on December 6, 2017, and concluded on December 15, 

2017.  The true-up hearing was held on January 3, 2018.  The parties filed post-hearing 

briefs on January 9, 2018, and reply briefs on January 17, 2018. 

On January 18, 2018, the Commission directed Spire Missouri to submit an 

affidavit explaining the specific adjustments that would be needed to include in rates 

                                                
5
 The USW Local 11-6 intervened only in File No. GR-2017-0215 and Kansas City Power and Light 

Company and KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations intervened only in File No. GR-2017-0216. 
6
 Hearings were held in Joplin, Independence, St. Joseph, Arnold, St. Louis, Sunset Hills, St. Charles, 

Kansas City, and Gladstone, Missouri. 
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any change in cost of service as a result of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act7 for each of Spire 

Missouri’s operating units. The Commission also set a date for requests for a hearing on 

the issues and indicated that if a hearing were set it would be held on February 5, 2018.  

Spire Missouri filed an affidavit of Glenn Buck on January 22, 2018, and on January 25, 

2018, Staff filed an affidavit in reply.  On January 26, 2018, the Commission set a 

technical conference for January 30, 2018 and set a hearing on February 5, 2018.  A 

hearing was held on February 5, 2018 and written closing statements were filed on 

February 6, 2018. 

Complaint Case 

In addition to the above procedures, on April 27, 2016, the Office of the Public 

Counsel (OPC) filed a complaint with the Missouri Public Service Commission against 

Spire Missouri assigned File No. GC-2016-0297. The complaint alleged that Spire 

Missouri’s rates were excessive and should be reduced. On October 5, 2016, the 

Commission granted OPC’s Motion to Stay Proceedings. On July 31, 2017, OPC filed a 

Motion to Lift Stay and Consolidate with the Companies’ Current Rate Cases. The 

Commission granted that motion and on August 11, 2017, consolidated the complaint 

case with the two pending rate cases.   

After hearing the evidence in this matter, the Commission finds there is 

insufficient evidence to establish that LAC or MGE have earned an actual return on 

equity that is significantly higher than necessary to attract necessary capital, to provide 

safe and reliable service, or significantly higher than commensurate returns by 

enterprises having corresponding risks indicating that their ordered rates were not just 

                                                
7
 Public Law No.: 115-97; signed into law on December 22, 2017. 
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and reasonable.  Therefore, the Commission denies Public Counsel’s complaint.  The 

Commission further notes, however, that in this order it has determined just and 

reasonable rates on a going forward basis. 

 

The Partial Stipulations and Agreements 

 On October 25, 2017, the Commission approved the Joint Stipulation and 

Agreement between the Missouri School Boards’ Association and Spire Missouri which 

settled all issues between those parties.8  During the course of the evidentiary hearing, 

various parties filed three additional non-unanimous partial stipulations and agreements:  

Partial Stipulation and Agreement;9 Partial Non-Unanimous Stipulation and 

Agreement;10 and Non-Unanimous Stipulation Regarding Revenue Allocation and Non-

Residential Rate Design.11  Those stipulations and agreements resolved issues that 

would otherwise have been the subject of testimony at the hearing.  After the hearing, 

an additional non-unanimous Partial Stipulation and Agreement Regarding Low Income 

Energy Affordability Program was filed.12  No party opposed those partial stipulations 

and agreements.  As permitted by its regulations, the Commission treats the unopposed 

partial stipulations and agreements as unanimous.13   

 After considering these stipulations and agreements, the Commission 

independently finds and concludes that the stipulations and agreements are reasonable 

resolutions of the issues addressed by those agreements. The Commission further finds 

                                                
8
 Order Approving Joint Stipulation and Agreement Regarding Spire West’s (Formerly Known as Missouri 

Gas Energy) STP Tariff, issued October 25, 2017. 
9
 Filed December 13, 2017. 

10
 Filed December 20, 2017. 

11
 Filed December 20, 2017. 

12
 Filed January 9, 2018. 

13
 Commission Rule 4 CSR 240-2.115(C). 
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and concludes that those agreements should be approved.  The issues resolved in 

those stipulations and agreements will not be further addressed in this report and order, 

except as they may relate to any unresolved issues.   

 Just prior to the hearing on February 5, 2018, Public Counsel, MIEC, MECG, and 

Consumers Council filed a Non-Unanimous Stipulation and Agreement Regarding Tax 

Cuts and Jobs Act.  Spire Missouri made an oral objection to the agreement at the 

hearing.  Thus, under 4 CSR 240-2.115(D), that stipulation and agreement became 

“merely a position of the signatory parties” thereto. 

 

General Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

 

Spire Missouri set out its rationale for increasing its rates in the direct testimony it 

filed along with its tariffs on April 11, 2017.14  In addition to its filed testimony, Spire 

Missouri provided work papers and other detailed information and records to the Staff of 

the Commission, Public Counsel, and to the intervening parties.  Those parties then had 

the opportunity to review Spire Missouri’s testimony and records to determine whether 

the requested rate increase was justified. 

 Where the parties disagreed, they prefiled written testimony to raise those issues 

to the attention of the Commission.  All parties were given an opportunity to prefile three 

rounds of testimony – direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal.  The process of filing testimony 

and responding to the testimony filed by other parties revealed areas of agreement that 

resolved some issues and areas of disagreement that revealed new issues.  On 

December 1, 2017, the parties filed a list of the issues they asked the Commission to 

                                                
14

 Exhibit Nos. 1-4, 6, 10, 15, 19, 23, 28, 33, 35, 38, 46, and 50. 
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resolve.  Some of the issues identified at that time were later resolved by the 

stipulations and agreements or otherwise by agreement at hearing.  On December 29, 

2017, the parties filed a further list of issues for Commission resolution at the true-up 

hearing.  On January 1, 2018, the Commission additionally requested testimony and 

comment regarding the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.  Additional testimony was taken on 

February 5, 2017 on that issue. The unresolved issues will be addressed in this report 

and order.  

 

General Findings of Fact 

1. Spire Missouri is an investor-owned gas utility providing retail gas service to 

large portions of Missouri through its two operating units or divisions, Spire Missouri 

East (formerly known as Laclede Gas Company or LAC) and Spire Missouri West 

(formerly known as Missouri Gas Energy or MGE).  

2. Spire Missouri is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Spire Inc.15  In 2016, Spire 

Inc. had three gas distribution systems as wholly-owned subsidiaries including Laclede 

Gas Company in Missouri, Alabama Gas Corporation (Alagasco) in Alabama, and 

EnergySouth Inc. in Alabama and Mississippi.16  Spire Inc. also holds gas marketing 

business segments and Spire STL Pipeline LLC, a company applying for permits at the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to build a pipeline.17 

3. MGE serves approximately 500,000 customers on the western side of 

Missouri.  The Commission approved the acquisition of MGE by Laclede Gas Company 

                                                
15

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 17. 
16

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 17-18. 
17

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 18; and Ex. 650, Lander Direct, p. 12. 
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when it approved a Unanimous Stipulation and Agreement dated July 2, 2013, in 

Commission Case No. GM-2013-0254.18   

4. The Commission last authorized a general rate increase for MGE on 

April 16, 2014, in Case No. GR-2014-0007, with new rates effective on May 1, 2014. 

That case was settled by a stipulation and agreement approved by the Commission that 

increased MGE's Missouri jurisdictional revenues by $7.8 million and reset the ISRS to 

zero.19 

5. LAC serves approximately 630,000 customers on the eastern side of 

Missouri.   

6. The Commission last authorized a general rate increase for LAC on 

June 26, 2013, in Case No. GR-2013-0171, with new rates effective July 8, 2013. That 

case was also settled by a stipulation and agreement approved by the Commission and 

reset the ISRS rate to zero.20 

7. A test year is a historical year used as the starting point for determining the 

basis for adjustments that are necessary to reflect annual revenues and operating costs 

in calculating any shortfall or excess of earnings by the utility.  Adjustments, such as 

annualization and normalization, are made to the test year results when the unadjusted 

results do not fairly represent the utility’s most current annual level of existing revenue 

and operating costs.21 

8. A normalization adjustment is an adjustment made to reflect normal, on-

going operations of the utility.  Revenues or costs that were incurred in the test year that 

                                                
18

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 3; and Ex. 55, Stipulation and Agreement in Case No. GM-
2013-0254. 
19

 Exhibit 204, Staff Cost of Service Report dated September 2017, p. 3. 
20

 Exhibit 204, Staff Cost of Service Report dated September 2017, p. 3. 
21

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 3. 
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are determined to be atypical or abnormal will get specific rate treatment and generally 

require some type of adjustment to reflect normal or typical operations.  The 

normalization process removes abnormal or unusual events from the cost of service 

calculations and replaces those events with normal levels of revenues or costs. 

9. An annualization adjustment is made to a cost or revenue shown on the 

utility’s books to reflect a full year’s impact of that cost or revenue.22 

10. The test year for this case is the twelve months ending December 31, 2016, 

updated to June 30, 2017.23 

11. The Commission also ordered a true-up period ending September 30, 2017, 

in order to account for any significant changes in Spire Missouri’s cost of service that 

occurred after the end of the test year period but prior to the tariff operation of law 

date.24 

12. For ratemaking purposes, a tracker mechanism is a unique 
regulatory tool used to ensure that rate recovery over time is made equal 
to the actual expenditures for a particular cost of service item. A tracker 
mechanism compares the ongoing amount of a cash expense actually 
incurred by a utility to the amount of the same expense reflected in the 
utility's rates, and provides rate recovery over time of the difference 
between the two totals. Generally, tracker mechanisms should only be 
used for certain cost items incurred by utilities that show unusual 
characteristics or are incurred under extraordinary circumstances. . . . 
Ongoing tracker mechanisms capture both under and over recovery of an 
expense for recovery from or return to ratepayers.  
 
The overall goal of a tracker mechanism, when properly exercised, is to 
provide the utility with dollar for dollar recovery of reasonable and 
prudently incurred cash expenses, but no more and no less than dollar for 
dollar recovery.25 
 
13. The Commission finds that any given witness’ qualifications and overall 

                                                
22

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 97. 
23

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 4. 
24

 Ex. 205, p. 4.  
25

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 64 
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credibility are not dispositive as to each and every portion of that witness’ testimony.  

The Commission gives each item or portion of a witness’ testimony individual weight 

based upon the detail, depth, knowledge, expertise, and credibility demonstrated with 

regard to that specific testimony.  Consequently, the Commission will make additional 

specific weight and credibility decisions throughout this order as to specific items of 

testimony as is necessary.26 

14. Any finding of fact reflecting that the Commission has made a determination 

between conflicting evidence is indicative that the Commission attributed greater weight 

to that evidence and found the source of that evidence more credible and more 

persuasive than that of the conflicting evidence.27 

The Rate Making Process 

15. The rates Spire Missouri will be allowed to charge its customers are based 

on a determination of the company’s revenue requirement.  The revenue requirement 

can be expressed as the following formula:28 

                    RR = COS – CR 
 

where: RR =  Revenue Requirement 
COS = Cost of Service 
CR = Adjusted Current Revenues 

 

The cost-of-service for a regulated utility can be defined by the following formula: 

 

COS = O + (V – D)R 

                                                
26

 Witness credibility is solely a matter for the fact-finder, “which is free to believe none, part, or all of the 
testimony”.  State ex rel. Public Counsel v. Missouri Public Service Comm'n, 289 S.W.3d 240, 247 (Mo. 
App. 2009). 
27

 An administrative agency, as fact finder, also receives deference when choosing between conflicting 
evidence. State ex rel. Missouri Office of Public Counsel v. Public Service Comm'n of State,  293 S.W.3d 
63, 80 (Mo. App. 2009). 
28

 Ex. 201, Myers Direct, pp. 6-7. 
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where: COS = Cost of Service; 
O = Adjusted Operating Costs (Payroll, Maintenance, 

etc.), Depreciation Expense and Taxes 
V = Gross Valuation of Property Required for Providing Service  
D = Accumulated Depreciation Representing Recovery of 

Gross Property Investment 
R = Allowed Rate of Return 
V – D = Rate Base (Gross Property Investment less Accumulated 

Depreciation = Net Property Investment) 
(V - D)R = Return Allowed on Net Property Investment 
 
 

All parties accept the basic formula.  Disagreements arise over the amounts that 

should be included in the formula.   

Conclusions of Law Regarding Jurisdiction 

A. Spire Missouri is a public utility, and a gas corporation, as those terms are 

defined in Subsections 386.020(18) and (43), RSMo.  As such, Spire Missouri is subject 

to the Commission’s jurisdiction pursuant to Chapters 386 and 393, RSMo. 

B. Spire Missouri can charge only those amounts set forth in its tariffs.29 

Subsection 393.140(11), RSMo, gives the Commission authority to regulate the rates 

Spire Missouri may charge its customers for natural gas.   

C.  When Spire Missouri filed a tariff designed to increase its rates, the 

Commission exercised its authority under Section 393.150, RSMo, to suspend the 

effective date of that tariff for 120 days beyond the effective date of the tariff, plus an 

additional six months. 

D. Sections 386.390 and 393.150, RSMo, authorize the Commission to 

determine complaints, including those regarding regulated utility rates. 

  

                                                
29

 Sections 393.130 and 393.140, RSMo. 
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Conclusions of Law Regarding Just and Reasonable Rates 
 
A. Utilities are required to provide safe and adequate service.30  In 

determining the rates Spire Missouri may charge its customers, the Commission is 

required to determine that the proposed rates are just and reasonable.31   

B.  Spire Missouri has the burden of proving its proposed rates are just and 

reasonable.32  In order to carry its burden of proof, Spire Missouri must meet the 

preponderance of the evidence standard.33  In order to meet this standard, Spire 

Missouri must convince the Commission it is “more likely than not” that Spire Missouri’s 

proposed rate increase is just and reasonable.34  

C. In determining whether the rates proposed by Spire Missouri are just and 

reasonable, the Commission must balance the interests of the investor and the 

consumer.35  In discussing the need for a regulatory body to institute just and 

reasonable rates, the United States Supreme Court has held as follows: 

Rates which are not sufficient to yield a reasonable return on the value of 
the property used at the time it is being used to render the services are 
unjust, unreasonable and confiscatory, and their enforcement deprives the 
public utility company of its property in violation of the Fourteenth 
Amendment.36 
 

In the same case, the Supreme Court provided the following guidance on what is a just 

and reasonable rate: 
                                                
30

 Sections 393.130 and 393.140, RSMo. 
31

 Section 393.150.2, RSMo.  
32

 Section 393.150.2, RSMo. 
33

 Bonney v. Environmental Engineering, Inc., 224 S.W.3d 109, 120 (Mo. App. 2007); State ex rel. Amrine 
v. Roper, 102 S.W.3d 541, 548 (Mo. banc 2003); Rodriguez v. Suzuki Motor Corp., 936 S.W.2d 104, 110 
(Mo. banc 1996), citing to, Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418, 423, 99 S.Ct. 1804, 1808, 60 L.Ed.2d 
323, 329 (1979). 
34

 Holt v. Director of Revenue, State of Mo., 3 S.W.3d 427, 430 (Mo. App. 1999); McNear v. Rhoades, 
992 S.W.2d 877, 885 (Mo. App. 1999); Rodriguez v. Suzuki Motor Corp., 936 S.W.2d 104, 109-111 (Mo. 
banc 1996); Wollen v. DePaul Health Center, 828 S.W.2d 681, 685 (Mo. banc 1992).   
35

 Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 603, (1944). 
36

 Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v. Public Service Commission of the State of West Virginia, 
262 U.S. 679, 690 (1923). 
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What annual rate will constitute just compensation depends upon many 
circumstances and must be determined by the exercise of a fair and 
enlightened judgment, having regard to all relevant facts.  A public utility is 
entitled to such rates as will permit it to earn a return on the value of the 
property which it employs for the convenience of the public equal to that 
generally being made at the same time and in the same general part of 
the country on investments in other business undertakings which are 
attended by corresponding risks and uncertainties; but it has no 
constitutional right to profits such as are realized or anticipated in highly 
profitable enterprises or speculative ventures.  The return should be 
reasonably sufficient to assure confidence in the financial soundness of 
the utility and should be adequate, under efficient and economical 
management, to maintain and support its credit and enable it to raise the 
money necessary for the proper discharge of its public duties.  A rate of 
return may be reasonable at one time and become too high or too low by 
changes affecting opportunities for investment, the money market and 
business conditions generally.37     
 

The Supreme Court has further indicated: 
 

‘[R]egulation does not insure that the business shall produce net 
revenues.’  But such considerations aside, the investor interest has a 
legitimate concern with the financial integrity of the company whose rates 
are being regulated.  From the investor or company point of view it is 
important that there be enough revenue not only for operating expenses 
but also for the capital costs of the business.  These include service on the 
debt and dividends on the stock.  By that standard the return to the equity 
owner should be commensurate with returns on investments in other 
enterprises having corresponding risks.  That return, moreover, should be 
sufficient to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise, 
so as to maintain its credit and to attract capital.38 

 
D. In undertaking the balancing required by the Constitution, the Commission 

is not bound to apply any particular formula or combination of formulas.  Instead, the 

Supreme Court has said: 

Agencies to whom this legislative power has been delegated are free, 
within the ambit of their statutory authority, to make the pragmatic 
adjustments which may be called for by particular circumstances.39 
 

                                                
37

 Bluefield, at 692-93. 
38

 Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 603 (1944) (citations omitted). 
39

 Federal Power Commission v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co. 315 U.S. 575, 586 (1942). 
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E. Furthermore, in quoting the United States Supreme Court in Hope Natural 

Gas, the Missouri Court of Appeals said: 

[T]he Commission [is] not bound to the use of any single formula or 
combination of formulae in determining rates.  Its rate-making function, 
moreover, involves the making of ‘pragmatic adjustments.’  … Under the 
statutory standard of ‘just and reasonable’ it is the result reached, not the 
method employed which is controlling.  It is not theory but the impact of 
the rate order which counts.40 

 

Issues 

 The issues are set out as the parties phrased them, but have been renumbered 

and reorganized herein. 

 
I. Forest Park Property 

 
A. How should any gain resulting from the sale of the Forest Park property 

be treated for ratemaking purposes? 
 
B. How should the relocation proceeds from the sale of the Forest Park 

property, other than proceeds used for relocation purposes or 
contributed to capital for the benefit of customers, be treated for 
ratemaking purposes? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. LAC owned and operated three large district service centers for several 

decades. These service centers provided leak detection, leak repair, construction, 

maintenance, marketing, and other services for the company. One of these service 

centers was located near Forest Park in the City of St. Louis (referred to as the “Forest 

Park property”).41  The Forest Park property provided some functions, such as gas 

procurement, gas controls, and diversion services that were not provided at the other 

                                                
40

 State ex rel. Associated Natural Gas Co. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 706 S.W. 2d 870, 873 (Mo. App. W.D. 
1985). 
41

 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 48. 
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two service centers.42 

2. After Laclede Gas Company purchased Missouri Gas Energy, certain 

restructuring of the company was undertaken. The major elements of the restructuring 

in the St. Louis area for LAC included: (a) the 2014 sale of the Forest Park property; (b) 

the 2015 termination of the lease for the Laclede Gas Company main corporate office at 

720 Olive Street; (c) the 2015 leasing of new office facilities at 700 and 800 Market 

Street; and (d) and the 2016 construction of a new satellite operation facility on 

Manchester Avenue.43  

3. In order to provide additional negotiation leverage for potential sale of the 

Forest Park property, LAC acquired two parcels in January 2013 that were adjacent to 

the Forest Park service center for $450,000 plus some additional expenses.44 These 

properties were included in the Forest Park property sale. 

4. On June 27, 2013, LAC signed an agreement to sell the Forest Park 

property to The Cortex Innovation Community in St. Louis (Cortex).  Cortex, an urban 

redevelopment corporation, purchased the property for an IKEA retail store now located 

on the property.45   

5. Cortex obtained an appraisal of the property for the purpose of 

determining the property value for redevelopment by a specific retail business. That 

appraisal found the market value for the property with all of the buildings and structures 

was $6.89 million.  The appraised market value for the property with all the buildings 

                                                
42

 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 48. 
43

 Ex. 42, Kopp Rebuttal, p. 4.  
44

 Ex. 250, Kunst Surrebuttal, Schedule JK-s1, p.2 (the specific “other expenses” were designated as 
“Confidential” in Staff’s schedule and will not be denominated here). 
45

 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, pp. 48-49; and Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, Schedule JK-s2. 
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demolished and removed was $7.44 million.46   

6. An agreement for sale between LAC and Cortex was reached and Cortex 

purchased the Forest Park property, including the buildings, other improvements, and 

land for $8.3 million and an additional $5.7 million for employee and equipment 

relocation expenses.  The sale transaction closed in May of 2014.47  

7. As part of the sale agreement, LAC retained the right to occupy the 

premises while it coordinated its move to other facilities.48
  The move from the Forest 

Park property was coordinated with moves to other facilities and the consolidation of 

“shared services” employees and functions after the acquisition of MGE.49   

8. LAC continued to use portions of the Forest Park property for almost a 

year after the closing.50  Eventually, LAC relocated management employees to the 

Shrewsbury and Berkeley service centers and other Forest Park employees were 

moved to a temporary location in the vicinity. In November 2016, LAC placed its newly 

constructed facility at 5311 Manchester (Manchester facility) into service where 

approximately 100 LAC employees responsible for construction and maintenance, leak 

detection and repair, and other functions were relocated.51 

9. The Manchester service center location allows LAC to provide quick 

emergency response time to the city and also allows LAC to continue with its 

accelerated pipe replacement work that LAC previously performed at its Forest Park 

                                                
46

 Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, Schedule JK-s1. 
47

 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 49; and Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 2 and Schedule JK-s1, 
Attachment 6. 
48

 Ex. 42, Kopp Rebuttal, p. 8.  
49

 Ex. 42, Kopp Rebuttal, p. 8; and Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 49. 
50

 Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 4; and Ex. 42, Kopp Rebuttal, p. 8. 
51

 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 49; and Ex. 42, Kopp Rebuttal, p. 9. 
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facility.52 

10. The Manchester facility was a “partial replacement” for the Forest Park 

property and has an approximate $7.7 million rate base value.53   

11. The Manchester facility was the only capital expenditure in this case used 

to “replace” the Forest Park functions.54 

12. The Manchester facility is more cost efficient to operate; however, the 

capital cost is substantially greater than the existing Forest Park facility.55 

13. LAC had owned the Forest Park property for many decades and the 

original buildings were fully depreciated many years ago. However, more recent capital 

improvements to the property resulted in additional gross plant of approximately $3.3 

million, offset by a depreciation reserve of $1.5 million, leaving a net rate base asset for 

the capital improvements of $1.8 million at the time of the sale.56   

14. When the buildings were retired for accounting purposes, LAC credited 

the Forest Park building asset account by $3.3 million and debited the depreciation 

reserve account by the same amount. Since the depreciation reserve balance 

associated with the buildings was $1.5 million prior to the retirement, a negative reserve 

debit of $1.8 million now exists.57  Thus, ratepayers will continue paying for the old 

building (i.e. LAC will continue to earn a return on the $1.8 million) while also paying for 

the new Manchester facility.58  
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 Ex. 251, Surrebuttal Testimony of Jason Kunst, p. 4. 
53

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 49; and Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, pp. 3-4 and Schedule JK-
s2. 
54

 Tr. 1620. 
55

 Ex. 43, Kopp Surrebuttal, Schedule SMK-S1. 
56

 Ex. 64, Affidavit of Glenn Buck Related to Forest Park, pp. 1-2; and Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 14. 
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15. LAC’s gain or profit from the $8.3 million sale price of property previously 

included in rate base after subtracting the $1.8 million net book value of the buildings 

and $700,000 for the land was $5.8 million.59 

16. LAC used $1.5 million from the gain on the sale of the Forest Park 

property to make civic contributions for downtown St. Louis rehabilitation.60 

17. LAC used $1.95 million of relocation proceeds for the purchase of furniture 

and fixtures at its new offices located at 700 and 800 Market Street.61  LAC recorded 

these purchases at a “zero” net book value.62 

18. In Data Request 388, LAC reported its moving and relocation expenses, 

but the expenses were not tracked by particular move.  With the exception of a lease 

expense for one of the temporary locations at a cost of $200,000, it was not clear which 

expenses were used for moving Forest Park employees and equipment and which were 

used for moving employees and equipment from Olive to Market.63   

19. LAC did not seek Commission authorization prior to the sale of the Forest 

Park property. 

20. The Forest Park property was necessary and useful in the provision of 

utility service at the time of its sale. 

21. Staff argues that the gain from the sale of the Forest Park property should 

be shared with ratepayers because LAC sold utility property that was needed for the 

provision of utility service that had to be replaced with a facility at a higher cost.64   
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 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 49; and Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 2. 
60

 Tr. 1619. 
61

 Ex. 42, Kopp Rebuttal, pp. 8-9; and Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
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 Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
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22. With regard to the relocation proceeds, Staff proposes that $3.6 million 

(the $5.7 million relocation proceeds, less documented moving expenses and less the 

$1.95 million in capital expenditures for furniture and fixtures) be used to offset the cost 

of the more expensive Manchester facility.65 

23. It is just and reasonable to offset the cost of the more expensive 

replacement facility with the relocation proceeds less the known moving expenses for 

Forest Park and the capital contributions. 

Conclusions of Law 

A. A company is required to obtain Commission authorization prior to the 

sale of any part of its system that is necessary or useful in the performance of its duties 

to the public.66 

B. Commission rule 4 CSR 240-40.040 requires a gas utility to use the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Uniform System of Accounts (USOA) 

for tracking its regulated property.  The FERC USOA for gas utilities proscribes specific 

treatment for the sale of utility assets that constitute an operating unit or system as 

follows: 

F. When gas plant constituting an operating unit or system is sold, 
conveyed, or transferred to another by sale, merger, consolidation, or 
otherwise, the book cost of the property sold or transferred to another 
shall be credited to the appropriate utility plant accounts, including 
amounts carried in account 114, Gas Plant Acquisition Adjustments. The 
amounts (estimated if not known) carried with respect there-to in the 
accounts for accumulated provision for depreciation, depletion, and 
amortization and in account 252, Customer Advances for Construction, 
shall be charged to such accounts and the contra entries made to account 
102, Gas Plant Purchased or Sold. Unless otherwise ordered by the 
Commission, the difference if any, between (a) the net amount of debits 
and credits and (b) the consideration received for the property (less 
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 Ex. 251, Kunst Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
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commissions and other expenses of making the sale) shall be included in 
account 421.1, Gain on Disposition of Property, or account 421.2 Loss on 
Disposition of Property (see account 102, Gas Plant Purchased or Sold).67 

 

Decision 

 The Commission has not previously had an opportunity to address how Spire 

Missouri should handle the accounting for the Forest Park property transaction because 

the issue was not presented to the Commission for authorization of the transactions.  

The Commission finds that the ratepayers should not continue to pay for property that 

was necessary for the provision of utility service and was replaced with a more 

expensive property.  

 The sale of the Forest Park property was not purely a land transaction. The 

appraisal Cortex received was given from the perspective of a client that had no use for 

the structures and would need the land cleared to build its retail facility.  The fact is that 

these buildings were included in rate base and had an undepreciated net book value of 

$1.8 million at the time of the sale. This transaction included the sale of the land and the 

buildings and when the buildings were sold any return on or of the building costs should 

have been removed from rates.  

 The FERC USOA for gas utilities proscribes specific treatment for the sale of 

utility assets that constitute an operating unit or system.  Spire Missouri’s recording of 

the transaction reduced the building asset account by $3.3 million.  However, its 

reduction of the depreciation reserve by the same amount ($3.3 million) does not allow 

for the recognition of the $1.8 million loss on the retirement of the Forest Park buildings 

                                                
67

 Uniform System of Accounts Prescribed for Natural Gas Companies Subject to the Provisions of the 
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and misrepresents the effect of the sale on the depreciation reserve. The Commission 

orders LAC to account for the sale of the Forest Park buildings transaction in 

accordance with the FERC USOA by increasing its accumulated depreciation reserve 

by the $1.8 million loss on the retirement of the Forest Park buildings. Neither a return 

on the $1.8 million undepreciated value of the Forest Park buildings, nor any return of 

the $1.8 million shall be included in rates going forward. The remainder of the $5.8 

million gain properly belongs to the shareholders.    

LAC partially replaced the Forest Park buildings with the Manchester facility.  

LAC also received $5.7 million in moving expenses as part of the sale.  It was 

necessary for LAC to continue to utilize the Forest Park facilities after the completion of 

the sale and it was necessary to replace a portion of the previous Forest Park facilities 

with the Manchester facility at greater cost. Although the Manchester facility may be 

less expensive to operate, it is a much more expensive capital asset than the Forest 

Park property and rates will include this more expensive capital.  Therefore, it is 

appropriate for the Commission to order a portion of the $5.7 million relocation costs be 

used to offset the higher costs of the partial replacement facility.   

The actual expenses incurred to relocate Forest Park employees could not be 

determined from the evidence presented, but the $200,000 lease expense and the 

$1.95 million capital contributions should be deducted from the $5.7 million total before 

the remainder is used to offset the construction cost of the new Manchester facility.  The 

Commission adopts the Staff’s proposal that Spire Missouri shall create a regulatory 

liability to record the rate base offset of the relocation expense which shall be amortized 

over five years beginning with the date the rates set in this case become effective. 
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II. Kansas Property Tax 

 
A. What is the appropriate amount of Kansas property tax expense to 

include in MGE’s base rates?  
 
B. Should the tracker for Kansas property tax expense be continued? 
 

During the course of the hearing, Spire, Staff, and Public Counsel indicated they 

reached an agreement regarding Staff’s surrebuttal position on the issue of Kansas 

property tax and the continuation of a tracker for that expense.68  They further indicated 

MIEC would waive cross-examination on these issues, but would brief the remaining 

issues.69 MIEC did not, however, include any arguments on these topics in its briefs.70  

Thus, it appears that the parties reached agreement on these issues as set out below. 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. MGE has natural gas inventory for use in its Missouri gas service area that 

is stored in the state of Kansas. MGE currently pays Kansas property tax for the natural 

gas inventory based on its volume of gas costs and the market price of gas as of 

January 1 of that year.71 

2. The amount of actual Kansas property taxes paid by MGE since 2009 has 

been somewhat volatile with a downward trend from 2013 through 2016.72   

3. Based on actual tax bills received for four of ten counties, the 2017 

Kansas property tax amount will increase.73  Thus, based on those actual tax bills, Staff 
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 Tr. 1628. 
69

 Tr. 1628. 
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 Initial Brief of Missouri Industrial Energy Consumers (filed January 9, 2018); and Reply Brief of Missouri 
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 Ex. 205, Staff Cost of Service Report, p. 130. 
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calculated and recommended at the time of its surrebuttal testimony a normalized 

annual level of Kansas property taxes of $1,454,069 (the average of the taxes for 2009 

through 2016).74 Staff indicated the revised normalized amount would be reflected in its 

true-up accounting schedules.75  

4. Because of the volatility of the property tax amount and the Kansas laws 

pertaining to this property tax,76 the Commission has previously approved, as part of a 

stipulation and agreement, a tracker for the Kansas property tax amount.77  In its 

Surrebuttal testimony, Staff recommended the tracker continue and be reviewed again 

in MGE’s next general rate case.78 

Conclusions of Law 

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law for this issue. 

Decision 

 Based on actual tax bills for the 2017 tax year when compared to the actual 

amounts from 2009-2016, the Commission finds the Kansas property taxes remain 

volatile, with an increase in 2017 over the previous four years.  The Commission further 

finds that an average of the actual Kansas property tax expense from 2009-2016 

($1,454,069) is an appropriate amount to include in rates as a normalized annual level.  

Further, because of the past volatility of the Kansas property tax amount, the potential 

for future volatility given that the tax is set based on one-day price information, and the 

agreement of Spire, Staff, and Public Counsel, the Commission finds that the Kansas 

property tax tracker shall be continued. 
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III. Cost of Capital 

A. Return on Common Equity – What’s the appropriate return on common 
equity to be used to determine rate of return? 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. These issues concern the rate of return Spire Missouri will be authorized 

to earn on its rate base.  Rate base is the net value of the utility’s assets.  In order to 

determine a rate of return, the Commission must determine Spire’s capital structure and 

cost of obtaining the capital it needs.   

2. To determine a return on equity, the Commission must consider the 

expectations and requirements of investors when they choose to invest their money in 

Spire Missouri rather than in some other investment opportunity.  As a result, the 

Commission cannot simply find a rate of return on equity that is unassailably 

scientifically, mathematically, or legally correct.  Such a “correct” rate does not exist.  

Instead, the Commission must use its judgment to establish a rate of return on equity 

attractive enough to investors to allow the utility to fairly compete for the investors’ dollar 

in the capital market without permitting an excessive rate of return on equity that would 

drive up rates for Spire’s ratepayers.  To obtain guidance about the appropriate rate of 

return on equity, the Commission considers the testimony of expert witnesses. 

3. Three financial analysts testified in the case regarding an appropriate 

return on equity. David Murray testified on behalf of Staff.  Mr. Murray is the Utility 

Regulatory Manager of the Financial Analysis Unit for the Staff Division of the Missouri 

Public Service Commission.  He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Business 

Administration from the University of Missouri – Columbia, and a Master’s degree in 
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Business Administration from Lincoln University.  Mr. Murray has been employed by the 

Commission since 2000 and has offered testimony in many cases before the 

Commission.79   Mr. Murray recommends an allowed return on equity of 9.25 percent, 

within a range of 9.00 percent to 9.50 percent.80  

4. Michael Gorman testified on behalf of Public Counsel and MIEC. 

Mr. Gorman is a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and is a Managing 

Principal of Brubaker & Associates, Inc.  He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in 

Electrical Engineering from Southern Illinois University and a Master’s Degree in 

Business Administration with a concentration in Finance from the University of Illinois at 

Springfield.81 Gorman recommends the Commission allow Spire Missouri a return on 

equity of 9.20 percent, the midpoint of a recommended range of 8.90 percent to 9.40 

percent.82 

5. Pauline Ahern testified on behalf of Spire Missouri.  Ms. Ahern is a 

consultant in the field of investor-owned utility regulation and is an Executive Director of 

ScottMadden, Inc. She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics from Clark 

University and Master’s Degree in Business Administration with a concentration in 

finance from Rutgers University.83  Ms. Ahern recommends the Commission allow Spire 

Missouri a return on equity of 10.35 percent, including a “flotation risk adjustment” of .16 

percent and a “business risk adjustment” of .20 percent.84 
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6. A utility’s cost of common equity is the return investors require on an 

investment in that company. Investors expect to achieve their return by receiving 

dividends and through stock price appreciation.85 In general, the United States Supreme 

Court has set out the financial and economic standards to consider in setting the cost of 

common equity.86  That is, the Commission must authorize a return on equity sufficient 

to maintain financial integrity, attract capital under reasonable terms, and be 

commensurate with returns investors could earn by investing in other enterprises of 

comparable risk.87 

7. The financial analysts in this case used a variety of methods to estimate a 

company’s fair rate of return on equity including the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 

method, the Risk Premium Model (RPM), and the Capital Asset Pricing Method 

(CAPM).88  The DCF is based on a theory that a stock’s current price represents the 

present value of all expected future cash flows discounted at the investor’s required rate 

of return or cost of capital.89 The analysts also use variations of the DCF model.90 The 

RPM is based on the principle that investors require a higher return to assume a greater 

risk.91 Common equity investments have greater risk than bonds because bonds have 

more security of payment in bankruptcy proceedings than common equity and the 

coupon payments on bonds represent contractual obligations.92 The CAPM assumes 

the investor’s required rate of return on equity is equal to a risk-free rate of interest, plus 
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a risk premium associated with the specific security.93 Generally, no one method is any 

more correct than any other method in all circumstances. Analysts balance their use of 

all three methods to reach a recommended return on equity. 

8. Before examining the analysts’ use of these various methods to arrive at a 

recommended return on equity, it is important to look at some other numbers.  In 2014, 

the average authorized return on equity for a gas local distribution company (LDC) was 

approximately 9.78 percent.94  Through the first six months of 2017 that dropped to 

approximately 9.5 percent. However, the most recent data available at the hearing 

showed that the average for the first three quarters of 2017 was approximately 9.8 

percent.95  Additionally, from 2015 through 2017, there has been a general trend 

upward in “fully litigated” authorized returns on equity.96  Further, in the last three 

quarters of 2017, the United States had its strongest gross domestic product (GDP) 

growth since 2015.97 

9. The Commission mentions the average allowed return on equity because 

Spire Missouri must compete with other utilities all over the country for the same capital.  

Therefore, the average allowed return on equity provides a reasonableness test for the 

recommendations offered by the return on equity experts. 

10. Mr. Murray testified that he believed the actual cost of common equity for 

Spire Missouri was in the range of 6.90 percent to 7.70 percent.98  Mr. Murray also 

indicated that no state agency had found such a low range to be reasonable for many 
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years.99  Thus, instead of recommending that range for an authorized return on equity, 

he determined that utility capital markets were similar to those in place with the 

Commission authorized returns of approximately 9.5 percent for Missouri’s large electric 

utilities.100  Mr. Murray then adjusted that return downward based on his determination 

of a risk differential between natural gas companies and vertically integrated electric 

companies.101  The Commission finds that Mr. Murray’s recommended ROE is too low 

due to its reliance on Commission decisions in cases that had test years in 2014 and 

2015, Mr. Murray’s ROE recommendation does not consider the improving economy 

and increasing Federal Reserve interest rates. 

11. Gorman’s recommended return on equity was calculated very differently 

than Mr. Murray’s but had a similar outcome at 9.2 percent.  However, Gorman’s return 

on equity is also too low when compared to average ROEs awarded by other state 

commissions to similarly situated utilities.  Obviously, this Commission is not bound to 

follow the lead of other commissions in setting an appropriate ROE.  Even so, Spire 

Missouri must compete in the capital market with those other utilities.   Further, 

Gorman’s analysis failed to take into account areas where Spire Inc. faces risk above 

that in faced by his proxy group.  When appropriately adjusted for business risk and 

flotation cost adjustments, and other corrections suggested by Ms. Ahern, Gorman’s 

common equity cost rates would be 9.89 percent, also very close to the national 

average.102 
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12. In contrast to Mr. Murray and Gorman, the Commission finds Ms. Ahern’s 

return on equity recommendation is too high.  Ms. Ahern’s methods are inconsistent in 

that she ignores the corporate parent structure (Spire Inc.) of Spire Missouri in 

determining a business risk adjustment for size, yet she compares LAC and MGE as 

stand-alone companies to other parent company entities in her proxy group.103  While 

Spire Missouri operates through its LAC and MGE subsidiaries, Atmos Energy, New 

Jersey Resources, and Northwest Natural Gas, all publicly traded parent companies in 

the proxy group, also provide gas service via their subsidiaries.104  When compared at 

the parent-company level, Spire Inc. falls in the middle of the other parent companies 

with regard to size.105 

13. Considering the range of the expert ROE recommendations from 9.2 

percent to 10.35 percent and each of their flaws, the most recent national average of 

9.8 percent, and appropriate adjustments for risk, the growing economy, and the 

anticipated increase in Federal Reserve interest rates, the Commission finds the most 

reasonable authorized return on equity is 9.8 percent.   

Conclusions of Law 

A. In assessing the Commission’s ability to use different methodologies to 

determine just and reasonable rates, the Missouri Court of Appeals has said: 

Because ratemaking is not an exact science, the utilization of different 
formulas is sometimes necessary.  …  The Supreme Court of Arkansas, in 
dealing with this issue, stated that there is no ‘judicial mandate requiring 
the Commission to take the same approach to every rate application or 
even to consecutive applications by the same utility, when the commission 
in its expertise, determines that its previous methods are unsound or 
inappropriate to the particular application’ (quoting Southwestern Bell 
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Telephone Company v. Arkansas Public Service Commission, 593 S.W. 
2d 434 (Ark 1980).106 
 

Furthermore, 
 

Not only can the Commission select its methodology in determining rates 
and make pragmatic adjustments called for by particular circumstances, 
but it also may adopt or reject any or all of any witnesses’ testimony.107 

 
B. The Court of Appeals has recognized that the establishment of an 

appropriate rate of return is not a “precise science”: 

While rate of return is the result of a straight forward mathematic 
calculation, the inputs, particularly regarding the cost of common equity, 
are not a matter of ‘precise science,’ because inferences must be made 
about the cost of equity, which involves an estimation of investor 
expectations.  In other words, some amount of speculation is inherent in 
any ratemaking decision to the extent that it is based on capital structure, 
because such decisions are forward-looking and rely, in part, on the 
accuracy of financial and market forecasts.108 
 
C. In addition to being imprecise, determining a return on equity also 

involves balancing a utility's need to compensate investors against its need to keep 

prices low for consumers.109 

D. Missouri court decisions recognize that the Commission has flexibility in 

fixing the rate of return, subject to existing economic conditions.110  “The cases also 

recognize that the fixing of rates is a matter largely of prophecy and because of this 

commissions, in carrying out their functions, necessarily deal in what are called ‘zones 

of reasonableness', the result of which is that they have some latitude in exercising this 
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most difficult function."111  Moreover, the United States Supreme Court has instructed 

the judiciary not to interfere when the Commission's rate is within the zone of 

reasonableness.112  

 

Decision 

In order to set a fair rate of return for Spire, the Commission must determine 

the weighted cost of each component of the utility’s capital structure.  One component 

at issue in this case is the estimated cost of common equity, or the return on equity.    

Based on the competent and substantial evidence in the record, on its analysis of the 

expert testimony offered by the parties, and on its balancing of the interests of the 

company’s ratepayers and shareholders, as fully explained in its findings of fact and 

conclusions of law, the Commission finds that 9.8 percent is a fair and reasonable 

return on equity for Spire Missouri. That rate is nearly the midpoint of all the experts’ 

recommendations and is consistent with the national average, the growing economy, 

and the anticipated increasing interest rates.  The Commission finds that this rate of 

return will allow Spire Missouri to compete in the capital market for the funds needed to 

maintain its financial health. 
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1976).  In fact, for a court to find that the present rate results in confiscation of the company's private 
property, that court would have to make a finding based on evidence that the present rate is outside of 
the zone of reasonableness, and that its effects would be such that the company would suffer financial 
disarray. Id. 
112

 State ex rel. Public Counsel v. Public Service Commission, 274 S.W.3d 569, 574 (Mo. App. 2009).  
See, In re Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747, 767, 88 S.Ct. 1344, 20 L.Ed.2d 312 (1968) 
(“courts are without authority to set aside any rate selected by the Commission [that] is within a ‘zone of 
reasonableness' ”).  
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B. Capital Structure – What capital structure should be used to determine 
the rate of return? 

C. Cost of Debt – What cost of long-term debt should be used to determine 
the rate of return? 

D. Should short-term debt be included in the capital structure?  If so, at 
what cost? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. Another essential ingredient of the cost-of-service ratemaking formula is 

the rate of return, which is premised on the goal of allowing a utility the opportunity to 

recover the costs required to secure debt and equity financing. To arrive at a rate of 

return, in addition to considering the return on equity, the Commission must examine an 

appropriate ratemaking capital structure and Spire Missouri’s embedded cost of debt.  

2. Spire Inc. has been acquiring gas distribution utilities since 2013.  Spire 

Inc. through Spire Missouri (known as Laclede Gas Company at the time) acquired the 

assets of MGE in 2013.  That transaction was structured as a direct asset purchase with 

no long-term debt assumed in the transaction.  Spire Inc. (known as The Laclede Group 

at the time) issued new equity and Spire Missouri issued debt to fund the purchase of 

MGE’s assets.113  

3. Spire Inc.’s other utility acquisitions were structured as stock purchases of 

a subsidiary corporation owning the utility systems.  Spire Inc. funded its acquisition of 

Alagasco by issuing debt, issuing equity, and assuming $250 million of Alagasco debt.  

Spire Inc. acquired EnergySouth similarly with the assumption of $67 million of Mobile 

Gas debt.  The acquisitions of Alagasco and EnergySouth resulted in Spire Inc. having 

a more leveraged capital structure than its subsidiary, Spire Missouri.114 
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 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 18. 
114

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 18. 
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4. Spire Inc. holds natural gas utilities which are regulated in three states and 

a pipeline company subject to the jurisdiction of FERC. 

5. Spire Missouri’s expert witnesses with regard to capital structure, Pauline  

Ahern, Glenn Buck, Robert Hevert, and Steven Rasche, recommended the Commission 

adopt the capital structure of the utility, Spire Missouri, and not that of the parent 

company, Spire Inc.115  

6. Spire Missouri’s actual capital structure on the true-up date, 

September 30, 2017, was 54.2 percent common equity and 45.8 percent long-term 

debt.116   

7. Spire Missouri has an independently determined capital structure in that 

its debt is secured by its own assets and not the assets of Spire Inc. or any of Spire 

Inc.'s other subsidiaries.117  Additionally, Spire Missouri’s assets do not guarantee the 

long-term debt of its parent or of any of Spire Inc.’s other public utilities or of Spire 

Marketing or Spire STL Pipeline.118  Further, the Commission must approve any long-

term debt issuances made by Spire Missouri.119 

8. Spire Missouri’s stand-alone capital structure supports its own bond 

rating.120 

9. Spire Missouri’s capital structure ratios are consistent with the capital 

structure ratios used by Staff in the most recent Laclede Gas Company rate case 

                                                
115

 Ex. 21, Buck Surrebuttal, p. 2; Ex. 22, Buck True-Up Direct, p. 2; Ex. 36, Hevert Surrebuttal, pp 15-16; 
Ex. 37, Rasche Surrebuttal, p. 18; and Ex. 40, Ahern Surrebuttal, pp. 24-25. 
116

 Ex. 21, Buck Surrebuttal, p. 2; Ex. 22, Buck True-Up Direct, p. 2; and Ex. 36, Hevert Surrebuttal, p. 3. 
117

 Ex. 39, Ahern Direct, pp. 3-4; and Tr. 1307. 
118

 Ex. 39, Ahern Direct, p. 4; and Tr. 1307-1308. 
119

 Ex. 39, Ahern Direct, pp. 3-4. 
120

 Ex. 39, Ahern Direct, p. 4. 
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involving the MGE division, File No. GR-2014-0007.  In that proceeding, Staff used the 

capital structure of 53.56 percent common equity and 46.44 percent long-term debt.121 

10. Spire Missouri’s capital structure ratios as of the true-up date are based 

on the actual capital structure that finances the assets and operations of the public utility 

for which the Commission is setting rates in this proceeding.122 

11. Spire Inc.’s capital structure contains capital that has not been directly 

used to fund investments in LAC and MGE (such as the debt issued to acquire 

Alagasco and EnergySouth and the debt assumed from those companies).123 

Additionally, the capital structure of the parent, Spire Inc. includes the common equity of 

other public utilities and unregulated operations.124  However, Spire Missouri does not 

have access to capital that is being used by Spire Inc.’s other subsidiaries.125 

12. Spire Inc.’s actual capital structure on September 30, 2017, was 48.71 

percent common equity and 51.20 percent long-term debt.126 

13. Michael Gorman, on behalf of Public Counsel and MIEC, recommended a 

capital structure of Spire Missouri consisting of 47.2 percent equity and 52.8 percent 

long-term debt.127 Mr. Gorman’s recommendation reflects the removal of $210 million of 

common equity for goodwill.128  Mr. Gorman argues that the utility capital structure 

should be used, but that a $210 million deduction from common equity should be made 

"to remove the capital supporting the goodwill asset."129 With that adjustment (and 
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 Ex. 60, Staff Accounting Schedule in GR-2014-0007; and Tr. 1304. 
122

 Ex. 37, Rasche Surrebuttal, p. 18; and Tr. 1311. 
123

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, pp. 24-25. 
124

 Tr. 1311-1312. 
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 Ex. 39, Ahern Rebuttal, p. 7. 
126

 This was determined using the ratios provided by Staff, but removing the short-term debt. 
127

 Ex. 414, Gorman Rebuttal, p. 5. 
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 Ex. 414, Gorman Rebuttal, pp. 4-5. 
129

 Ex. 414, Gorman Rebuttal, p. 14. 
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another that was resolved during true-up), Mr. Gorman proposes a capital structure 

including 47.20 percent common equity, and 52.80 percent long-term debt.130 

14. According to SNL and Value Line (industry and financial reports), the 

common equity ratio for the utility peers used by Mr. Gorman was 49.0 and 55.3 

percent, respectively, including Spire Inc., the parent company in the proxy group.131  

Without including Spire Inc. the average common equity ratio was 50.42 and 56.5, 

respectively.132   

15. Mr. Gorman admitted that his capital structure proposal was “a little light 

on common equity. . . .”133 

16. The Stipulation and Agreement in File No. GM-2013-0254 indicates that 

the parties intended to prevent Spire Missouri from recovering the acquisition premium 

(the goodwill balance) from the purchase of MGE in rates.  

17. The MGE acquisition by Laclede Gas Company was financed with both 

debt and equity. The acquisition financing, which included both debt and equity, funded 

the MGE transaction in its entirety, including both tangible utility assets and goodwill.134 

18. Mr. Rasche testified that, with the exception of project financing, capital is 

not raised to support a specific asset.135 

19. Cash is fungible.  A particular dollar cannot be traced from the initial dollar 

invested to the specific asset purchased.  Specific portions of the financing were not 

raised to fund specific portions of the acquisition.136 
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 Ex. 414, Gorman Rebuttal, p. 14. 
131

 Ex. 407, Gorman Direct, Schedule MPG-3. 
132

 Ex. 407, Gorman Direct, Schedule MPG-3. 
133

 Tr. 1376.  See also, Tr. 1375 (Mr. Gorman testified, “I found that my adjustment to the Company’s 
capital structure has a relatively thin amount of common equity.”) 
134

 Ex. 36, Hevert Surrebuttal, p. 7; and Ex. 37, Rasche Surrebuttal, p. 4. 
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 Ex. 37, Rasche Surrebuttal, p. 4. 
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20. No portion of the $210 million goodwill asset is included in the company’s 

rate base.137  

21. Mr. Gorman's proposed adjustment is inconsistent with the actual method 

by which the MGE acquisition was financed, it ignores the basic financial principle of 

capital fungibility, and it is inconsistent with how other assets are treated.138 

22. David Murray, on behalf of Staff, recommended a capital structure based 

on Spire Inc.’s consolidated capital structure with the inclusion of short-term debt.139 He 

used Spire Inc.’s actual capital structure as of September 30, 2017, and included an 

average amount of short-term debt in excess of an average amount of construction-

work-in-progress (CWIP) for the period September 30, 2014, through September 30, 

2017.  This capital structure consists of 45.56 percent common equity, 47.97 percent 

long-term debt and 6.47 percent short-term debt.140 

23. Mr. Murray used five natural gas companies (Atmos Energy, Northwest 

Natural Gas, Southwest Gas, OneGas, and Spire Inc.) as his proxy group for his cost of 

capital analysis.141 The five-year average common equity ratios for the natural gas 

companies in Staff’s proxy group were: Atmos Energy, 53.73 percent; North West 

Natural Gas, 53.34 percent; Southwest Gas, 48.85 percent; and Spire Inc., 53.53 

percent.142 

                                                                                                                                                       
136

 Ex. 36, Hevert Surrebuttal, p. 11. 
137

 Ex. 36, Hevert Surrebuttal, p. 13, citing Noack True-Up Direct, Laclede Gas Company, Schedule B 
(PDF 12) and Missouri Gas Energy Schedule B (PDF 55). 
138

 Ex. 36, Hevert Surrebuttal, p. 14. 
139

 Ex. 205 Staff Report, p.7; and Ex. 265, Murray Surrebuttal, p.2, 4, and Schedule 1-1. 
140

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 7; and Ex. 265, Murray Surrebuttal, p.2, 4, and Schedule 1-
1. 
141

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, Appendix 2, Schedule 8. 
142

 Ex. 38, Ahern Direct, Schedule PMA-D2, page 2 of 2.  (The five-year common equity ratio for OneGas 
was not in the record.) 
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24. None of Staff’s proxy companies had five-year average common equity 

ratios as low as Staff’s proposed 45.56 percent common equity ratio (or Mr. Gorman’s 

proposed 47.20 percent) for Spire Missouri. 

25. Similarly, Ms. Ahern’s seven proxy natural gas companies had common 

equity ratios with the five-year average common equity ratio ranging from 53.46 percent 

in 2014 to 57.52 percent during the period of 2011-2015.143 

26. In the last Laclede Gas Company rate case involving the MGE division, 

File No. GR-2014-0007, the Staff utilized a common equity ratio of 53.56 percent and a 

long-term debt ratio of 46.44 percent. This ratio is substantially similar to the 54.20 

percent common equity ratio and 48.50 percent long-term debt ratio proposed by Spire 

Missouri in this proceeding.144 

27. Staff also argues that short-term debt should be included if gas inventories 

for LAC are included in rate base.145  While the specific issue of gas inventory carrying 

costs is addressed elsewhere in this Report and Order, Staff’s approach is inconsistent 

with the fact that every other gas distribution company in Missouri, as well as Spire 

Missouri’s MGE division, currently have these gas inventories in rate base. 146  Further, 

only rarely has short-term debt been included in the capital structure of major public 

utilities.147  

28. Additionally, LAC’s gas inventory is approximately $82 million, while Staff 

proposes to include $283 million of short-term debt in the capital structure, using the 
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 Ex. 38, Ahern Direct, Schedule PMA-D2. 
144

 Tr.  1305-1306. 
145

 Ex. 259, Sommerer Surrebuttal, pp. 3-5. 
146

 Ex. 259, Sommerer Surrebuttal, pp. 3-5. 
147

 Tr. 1510-1511. 
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parent’s capital structure.148  Thus, the amount of short-term debt Staff proposes to 

include in the capital structure is far in excess of the value of LAC’s gas inventories.  

29. The average level of construction work in progress and other short-term 

assets exceeds the amount of short term debt outstanding during the true-up period 

after taking into consideration a September 15, 2017 funding of $170 million of long-

term debt instruments.149  Mr. Murray’s proposal to add short-term debt to the capital 

structure ignores this fact by using a three-year average rather than the customary 

"point in time" analysis of short term debt.150  

30. It is not uncommon to include short-term assets such as cash working 

capital and materials and supplies in rate base.151 

31. Spire Missouri’s actual embedded cost of long-term debt is 4.123 percent 

as of the end of the true-up period, September 30, 2017.152 

 

Conclusions of Law 

A. Rejecting Mr. Gorman’s proposed adjustment to reduce common equity by 

the $210 million goodwill balance is consistent with the Commission-approved 

Stipulation and Agreement in File No. GM-2013-0254.   The Stipulation and Agreement 

states, at Subparagraph 3.a., "[n]either Laclede Gas [Company] nor its MGE division 

shall seek either direct or indirect rate recovery or recognition of any acquisition 

premium in any future general ratemaking proceeding in Missouri." The goodwill 

balance has been removed from rate base. 
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 Ex. 265, Murray Surrebuttal, Schedule DM-s1-1, p. 1. 
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 Ex. 22, Buck True-Up Direct, p. 2; Ex. 37, Rasche Surrebuttal, p. 3; and Tr. 1269-70. 
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 Ex. 37, Rasche Surrebuttal, p. 4. 
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 Tr. 1502. 
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 Ex. 68, Noack True-up Direct, Schedule F. 
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Decision 

The Commission finds that the capital structure of Spire Missouri without short-

term debt is the reasonable capital structure for ratemaking purposes in this case.  

Similarly, the Commission determines that the cost of debt should be the cost of Spire 

Missouri’s cost of long-term debt. 

The Commission’s decision on capital structure is supported by the facts set out 

above including that Spire Missouri has an independently determined capital structure 

with its own long-term debt issuances secured by its own assets that are the subject of 

this rate case.  These assets do not secure the debt of the parent or its other utilities or 

unregulated operations. In addition, while the Commission previously used the 

consolidated capital structure of the parent, Laclede Gas Company, it made up almost 

the entire holding company.  Thus, a consolidated capital structure was basically the 

utility specific capital structure.  Currently, however, the parent, Spire Inc., holds five 

utilities in three different states and is applying to build an interstate pipeline that will be 

subject to the FERC oversight.  Thus, if the parent company’s capital structure were 

used, regulatory policies employed by commissions in other two other states and at 

FERC, and financing practices followed by utilities or entities not regulated by the 

Commission, would affect the rates customers pay in Missouri.  The changes to the 

company and the other facts set out above make it reasonable to use the utility-specific 

capital structure in this case, and not the consolidated capital structure.   

Mr. Gorman's proposed adjustment is rejected. The Commission was not 

persuaded by Mr. Gorman’s testimony regarding a reduction for goodwill. No portion of 

the $210 million goodwill asset is included in the company’s rate base. Because cash is 
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fungible, goodwill cannot be singled out to be considered financed only through equity. 

The evidence presented by Spire Missouri’s four expert witnesses was more persuasive 

than Mr. Gorman’s testimony on these issues.  As shown by the facts set out above, 

Mr. Gorman’s proposal is inconsistent with the actual method by which the MGE 

acquisition was financed, it ignores the basic financial principle of capital fungibility, and 

it is inconsistent with how other assets are treated.  Further, if adopted, Mr. Gorman's 

proposal would reduce Spire Missouri’s cash flows, increasing the risk of impairment of 

the goodwill asset. Because the GM-2013-0254 Stipulation and Agreement calls for 

customers to be held harmless from the costs of impairment of the goodwill asset, 

Mr. Gorman's proposal actually presents the risk of a cycle in which investors are 

subject to increasing risks and decreasing returns, eventually threatening Spire 

Missouri's ability to efficiently raise capital.     

The Commission also finds Spire Missouri’s witnesses to be more persuasive 

than Staff’s witness with regard to capital structure and the inclusion of short-term 

debt.  Staff’s recommended capital structure is not consistent with:  the capital 

structures of Staff’s own proxy natural gas companies; the Commission’s long-held 

precedent to exclude short-term debt from major public utility’s capital structures; or 

the Staff’s previously used capital structure in the true-up proceeding of Laclede’s 

last rate case.  For these reasons, the Staff’s proposed capital structure is rejected. 

Further, the Commission finds that short-term debt should not be included in 

the capital structure, even though the Commission is also finding in this Report and 

Order that the gas inventory carrying charges should now be recovered through rate 

base (see the gas inventories section below). The amount of short-term debt Staff 
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proposes to include in the capital structure is far in excess of the value of LAC’s gas 

inventories.  

The average level of construction work in progress and other short-term assets 

exceeds the amount of short term debt outstanding during the true-up period after 

taking into consideration funding of $170 million of long-term debt instruments during 

the true-up period.  Mr. Murray’s proposal to add short-term debt to the capital 

structure ignores this fact by using a three-year average rather than the customary 

"point in time" analysis of short term debt. 

Thus, the Commission determines the appropriate capital structure as of the true-

up date is 54.2 percent common equity and 45.8 percent long-term debt.  To be 

consistent with its findings related to capital structure, the Commission further finds that 

the cost of long-term debt should be based on Spire Inc.’s consolidated embedded cost 

of long-term debt of 4.123 percent as of September 30, 2017. 

 

IV. Rate Case Expense 

A. What is the appropriate amount of rate case expense to include? 
 
B. What is the appropriate normalization period for recovering rate case 

expense? 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. Rate case expense is the sum of the costs a utility incurs in preparing, 

filing and litigating a rate case. 153 

2. Rate case expenses do not include the payroll or benefits of LAC or MGE 

employees that charge time to rate case expense. Those expenses are included in 
                                                
153

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 109. 
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payroll and benefit expense, and are not allocated between shareholders and 

ratepayers.154 

3. Prudence is not the only consideration in determining what costs should 

be included in rates; the benefit to customers must also be considered when deciding 

what costs are reasonable for customer rates. Rate case expense can benefit both 

utility shareholders and customers, though often in different ways. A utility and its 

shareholders directly benefit from this expense because generally these costs are 

incurred in order to ensure an opportunity to receive a reasonable return on their 

investment. Customers benefit generally from being served by financially healthy utilities 

with the ability to provide safe and adequate service at just and reasonable rates.155 

4. The consumer groups participating in this rate case were represented by 

hired counsel, and some also hired expert witnesses. While Spire Missouri is able to 

recoup the costs of its legal counsel and expenses through utility service rates, Public 

Counsel, the entity representing ratepayers, operates within a tight annual budget, and 

the intervenors pay their own legal and expert witness expenses.156  

5. Spire Missouri’s witness testified that the company enters into a rate case 

with an estimate of its rate case expenses but had no firm ceiling or other mechanism in 

place to limit those expenses.157 

6. When LAC and MGE filed their direct case, Spire Missouri had budgeted 

$994,447 ($397,779 for MGE and $596,668 for LAC) of Missouri jurisdictional rate case 
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 Ex. 255, Majors Surrebuttal, p. 6. 
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 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 111 and 114. 
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 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, pp. 109-112. 
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 Tr. 1713-1715. 
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expenses with the annual expense being $132,593 for MGE and $198,889 for LAC.158 

7. At hearing, Spire Missouri’s estimated rate case expense had risen to $1.3 

million, but it had already exceeded that estimate,159 “largely because [Spire Missouri] 

had more issues than [it] expected.”160  

8. LAC and MGE have historically incurred relatively low levels of rate case 

expense compared to other Missouri utilities.  In this case, LAC and MGE have incurred 

rate case expenses substantially higher than those historical levels.  In three prior LAC 

rate cases and four prior MGE rate cases, total rate case expense exceeded $1 million 

on only one occasion.161 

9. Approximately half of the issues in this case were raised by Spire 

Missouri, which has a high level of discretion and control over the content and 

methodologies proposed in the rate case.162 

10. Awarding a utility all of its incurred rate case expenses could provide that 

utility with a significant financial advantage over other participants in the rate case 

process, who may be constrained by budgetary and other financial restrictions. Such a 

practice does not encourage reasonable levels of cost containment in the utility’s rate 

case expense decisions.163  

11. One incentive for a utility to limit its rate case expense is for the 

shareholders to share that rate case expense.164 
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 Ex. 28, Noack Direct, p. 21, Schedule MRN_D1, Schedule H-10, and Schedule MRN_D2, Schedule H-
10. 
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 As of September 30, 2017, Spire Missouri’s total amount of incurred rate case expenses were 
$1,393,399. (Ex. 254, Majors Surrebuttal, p. 3). 
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 Tr. 1714. 
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12. Spire Missouri requested a three-year amortization of all prudently 

incurred rate case expenses with a three-year amortization of all those expenses except 

the current depreciation study.  For the depreciation study, Spire Missouri requested a 

five-year amortization.165   

13. Staff recommended that the proposed rate case expenses be recovered 

via a sharing mechanism between the ratepayers and the shareholders based on the 

ratio of LAC and MGE’s Commission-authorized revenue requirement increase to their 

requested revenue requirement increase, net of Staff’s adjustments. Staff’s 

recommended methodology is similar to a sharing mechanism in the Report and Order 

in Case No. ER-2014-0370, Kansas City Power & Light Company’s most recent rate 

case.166    

14. Staff recommended the ultimately allowed rate case expense  be split 

among LAC and MGE 53.5 percent and 46.5 percent, respectively, based on each 

division’s requested revenue requirement increase.  Staff further recommended that 

rate case expense be normalized over four years, the approximate time between rate 

cases for both LAC and MGE.167 

15. Staff proposed one disallowance for the procurement of an outside 

consultant firm, ScottMadden, to perform a Cash Working Capital study.  Staff proposed 

that this expense be born entirely by the shareholders and not be shared with the 

ratepayers because it was not a prudent expense.168 

16. Public Counsel also recommended a disallowance for the expenses 
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 Ex. 28, Direct Testimony of Michael R. Noack, p. 21 
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 In the Matter of Kansas City Power & Light Company, issued September 2, 2015. 
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 Ex. 254, Majors Surrebuttal, p. 3. 
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 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 114-115; Ex. 255, Majors Surrebuttal, p. 8; and Tr. 1745. 
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related to Spire Missouri’s witness, Thomas J. Flaherty, because of the high hourly rate 

charged by this expert.169 

17. The company also admitted that it purposefully takes the more 

“aggressive” positions and builds “a little bit of cushion” into its requests.170 

18. Part of the rate case expense was the cost of Commission-ordered 

customer notices.171  The cost of providing those notices was $436,000.172 

19. Gas utilities are required to file a depreciation study every five years.173  

This rate case coincided with the required filing of a depreciation study.  The cost of the 

depreciation study was $54,114.174   

20. Spire Missouri has pursued issues and incurred rate case expenses in this 

case that largely benefit only the shareholders, such as employing an outside expert 

witness to support its recommended return on equity of 10.35 percent, the highest of 

any large Missouri utility including two utilities owning nuclear power plants, and 

litigating the Forest Park property issue.175 

21. Spire Missouri has pursued more new, unique shareholder-focused 

ratemaking tools in this case to insulate shareholders from risk, such as three new 

tracking mechanisms (environmental expense tracker, cyber security tracker, and major 

capital projects tracker) and a revenue stabilization mechanism.176  

22. Spire Missouri has pursued utility expenses that are highly discretionary, 

do not benefit customers, and are typically allocated entirely to shareholders, such as 
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 Tr. 1721 and 1841. 
170

 Tr. pp. 1712-1713. 
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 Order Setting Local Public Hearings and Directing Notice, (issued June 28, 2017). 
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 Tr. 1701. 
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 4 CSR 240-3.160(1)(A). 
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 Tr. 1722 
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 Ex. 255, Majors Surrebuttal, p. 7; and Tr. 1710. 
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 Ex. 255, Majors Surrebuttal, p. 7. 
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incentive compensation tied to earnings per share and a retention mechanism, a 

onetime adder to ROE for its claimed benefits of acquisitions in Alabama and 

Mississippi, and performance metrics.177 

23. Spire Missouri’s witness for rate case expense testified that the basic 

“goal” of the rate case is to receive its revenue requirement increase, that “there is a 

little bit of cushion built into what [Spire] asked for[,]”178 and that the company never 

expected to actually receive that amount.179 Such a request is purely for the benefit of 

the shareholders. 

24. Public Counsel filed an earnings complaint against LAC and MGE in April 

2016.180  That complaint was stayed in October 2016 pending the filing of these rate 

cases and then consolidated with these cases in August 2017.181  

Conclusions of Law 

A. Under Missouri law, the Commission must set just and reasonable 

rates.182 In a rate case, the Commission has broad discretion to determine which 

expenses a utility may recover from ratepayers. The Missouri Supreme Court has stated 

that the Commission’s statutory power and authority to set rates “necessarily includes 

the power and authority to determine what items are properly includable in a utility's 

operating expenses and to determine and decide what treatment should be accorded 
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 Ex. 255, Majors Surrebuttal, pp. 7-8; and Tr. 1709. 
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 Tr. 1712-1713. 
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 Tr. 1711-1713. 
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 File No. GC-2016-0297. 
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such expense items.”183 The Commission’s authority extends to allocating an expense 

between certain classes or groups of ratepayers184 and to requiring company 

shareholders to bear expenses the Commission finds to be unreasonable or 

unnecessary.185 

B. Section 393.1012, RSMo, does not require Spire Missouri to file a rate case 

every three years.  Instead, that statute permits the company to continue collecting its 

authorized infrastructure replacement surcharge (ISRS) so long as it files a rate case 

every three years.  The company could choose to cease collections of the ISRS rather 

than file a rate case. 

C. Commission rule 4 CSR 240-3.160(1)(A) requires a gas utility to conduct a 

depreciation study every five years. 

D. The Commission has previously found rate case expense sharing was just 

and reasonable.  In a 1986 decision, In the Matter of Arkansas Power and Light 

Company, the Commission “adopted Public Counsel’s proposed disallowance of one-

half of rate case expense.”186  The Commission also acknowledged this authority in a 

number of other cases.187  

E. More recently, the Commission determined that rate case expense should be 

shared between the ratepayers and shareholders.188  That decision was upheld by the 
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 State ex rel. City of W. Plains v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 310 S.W.2d 925, 928 (Mo. 1958). See also, State 
ex rel. KCP & L Greater Missouri Operations Co. v. Missouri Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 408 S.W.3d 153, 166 
(Mo. App. 2013). 
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Western District Court of Appeals which found that “the remedy crafted by the 

[Commission] was a reasonable exercise of the [Commission’s] discretion and expertise 

in determining just and reasonable expenses to be borne by ratepayers.”189 

Decision 

The Commission has broad discretion to determine which expenses a utility 

may recover from ratepayers.  The Commission determines that it is reasonable for 

Spire Missouri shareholders and ratepayers to share most of the rate case expenses in 

these cases. However, the Commission recognizes that certain expenses, such as the 

customer notices and the depreciation study, were required by Commission rule or 

order and should not be part of the shared rate case expense. 

In one sense, rate case expense is like other common operational expenses 

that a utility must incur to provide utility services to customers. Since customers benefit 

from having just and reasonable rates, it is appropriate for customers to bear some 

portion of the utility’s cost of prosecuting a rate case. However, rate case expense is 

also different from most other types of utility operational expenses, in that 1) the rate 

case process is adversarial in nature, with the utility on one side and its customers on 

the other; 2) rate case expense produces some direct benefits to shareholders that are 

not shared with customers, such as seeking a higher return on equity; 3) requiring all 

rate case expense to be paid by ratepayers provides the utility with an inequitable 

financial advantage over other case participants; and 4) full reimbursement of all rate 

case expense does nothing to encourage reasonable levels of cost containment.  
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Under Missouri law, the Commission must set just and reasonable rates,190 

and rates in this case, that include all of the utility’s rate case expense, for the reasons 

set forth above, are not just or reasonable.  However, the Commission determines that it 

is just and reasonable for ratepayers and shareholders to share rate case expense.  In 

these cases, the just and reasonable sharing mechanism is based on the fact that the 

issues controlled by the company amounted to about half of the contested issues at 

hearing.  Thus, the shareholders who ultimately controlled 50 percent of the rate case 

issues should share 50 percent of the rate case expense with the exception of the 

customer notice cost and the depreciation study were done because of Commission 

order and rule requirements. 

This sharing mechanism is supported by the evidence showing approximately 

half of the litigated issues in these cases are driven primarily by Spire Missouri, which 

had complete control over the content and methodologies proposed when it filed its rate 

cases.  Additionally, a number of these litigated issues were unique shareholder-

focused ratemaking tools, such as the revenue stabilization mechanism, the requested 

high rate of return of 10.35 percent, three new tracking mechanisms to limit shareholder 

risk, and earnings-based incentive compensation which has been consistently denied 

by the Commission.  It was Spire Missouri’s decision and entirely within Spire Missouri’s 

power to pursue these issues and to file this rate case and the shareholders stood to 

benefit from those issues.  Also, the company witness admitted that the company 

“padded” its revenue requirement beyond what it expected to receive by pursuing strong 

positions on issues it did not expect to win, which is clearly to the benefit of the 
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shareholders over the ratepayers.  Finally, rate case expense for this proceeding has far 

exceeded Laclede and MGE’s estimates and their historical rate case expense levels.   

Therefore, it is just and reasonable that the shareholders and the ratepayers 

who both benefited from the rate case, share in the rate case expense.  The 

Commission finds that in order to set just and reasonable rates under the specific facts 

in this case, the Commission will require Spire Missouri shareholders to cover half of the 

rate case expense and the ratepayers to cover half with the exception of the cost of 

customer notices and the depreciation study.   

Spire Missouri argues that its shareholders should not have to share rate 

case expense because it was required to file this rate case by Public Counsel’s 

earnings complaint and by the ISRS statute.191  The complaint case was stayed while 

the company made the decision to file a rate case and then ultimately consolidated with 

these cases.  While the company would have been required to participate in that 

earnings complaint, the decision to instead file a rate case was purely within the 

discretion of the company.   

Further, the ISRS statute does not require that a rate case be filed.  Rather, 

that statute allows the company to continue to collect an authorized ISRS if it files a rate 

case at least every three years.  Thus, Spire Missouri made a decision to continue 

collecting an ISRS by filing this rate case; it was not required to do so.   

Staff and Public Counsel each argue that certain expenses of Spire Missouri 

in this matter were not prudent and should be born entirely by the shareholders.  

However, the Commission does not find that any specific individual items of rate case 

expense were imprudent. A rate case expense sharing mechanism will act as sufficient 
                                                
191
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incentive for the company to manage its costs.  The Commission also finds that it is 

appropriate to require a full allocation to ratepayers of the expenses for Spire Missouri’s 

depreciation study, recovered over five years, because this study is required under 

Commission rules to be conducted every five years.  The Commission further finds that 

it is just and reasonable to require a full allocation to ratepayers of the expenses 

associated with the Commission-ordered notices provided in this case to be normalized 

over a four-year period. 

The Commission concludes that Spire Missouri should receive rate recovery 

of 50 percent of its rate case expenses except the cost of the customer notices 

($436,000) and the depreciation study ($54,114), which will be wholly included in rates. 

This amount should be normalized over four years which is roughly equal to the amount 

of time between rate cases for these companies.  

 

V. PGA/ACA Tariff Revisions --  
  
A. Should LAC have new PGA/ACA tariff provisions pertaining to costs 

associated with affiliated pipeline transportation agreements? 
 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. The Environmental Defense Fund, through its witness, Gregory M. 

Lander,192 proposes a revision to LAC’s Purchased Gas Adjustment/Actual Cost 

Adjustment (PGA/ACA) tariff.  The proposed tariff provision would establish explicit 

standards to guide the Commission’s review of the reasonableness of utility costs 

incurred for transportation of natural gas through an affiliated interstate natural gas 
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pipeline.193  

2. In essence, the proposal would group the company’s pipeline capacity into 

two “buckets” -- a supply reliability capacity bucket and a supply diversity capacity 

bucket.194 Those categories would then be separately analyzed to assess whether that 

capacity is unnecessary or excessive. The Environmental Defense Fund does not 

propose to undertake such an analysis in this proceeding, but proposes to amend LAC’s 

PGA/ACA tariff to establish procedures to be used in future PGA/ACA cases.195   

3. The effect of the proposal would be to emphasize the importance of the 

supply reliability bucket over the supply diversity bucket.196 

 4. Although the review process that would be established by the proposed 

tariff language would not be limited to any particular gas supply contract, it is apparent 

that the Environmental Defense Fund is concerned about a 20-year precedent 

agreement that Spire Missouri has entered into with Spire STL Pipeline, LLC, a 

proposed interstate pipeline owned by Spire Missouri’s corporate parent.197  The 

Environmental Defense Fund has challenged that proposed pipeline at the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).198  

5. Staff, which would be required to implement the Environmental Defense 

Fund’s proposed review process, is concerned that the proposal is complicated, does 

not take into consideration important issues, and may be lacking in sufficient detail to 

implement.199 
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6. If Spire STL Pipeline’s pipeline is approved by the FERC, and if Spire 

Missouri enters into a transportation agreement with that affiliated pipeline, the 

Commission would review the prudence of that decision in a future ACA review case.200  

Conclusions of Law 

A. The ACA filing procedure allows the Commission an opportunity to review 

the reasonableness of a gas utility’s charges by evaluating its gas acquisition practices 

during the relevant time period.201 

B. There is no provision in Missouri law that would require, or authorize, the 

Commission to preapprove Spire Missouri’s management decision to enter into a 

transportation agreement with a natural gas pipeline. 

Decision 

The Environmental Defense Fund’s proposed revision of LAC’s PGA/ACA tariff 

is unnecessary, premature, and inappropriate. If Spire Missouri ultimately makes a 

business decision to enter into a transportation agreement with a new interstate natural 

gas pipeline, the Commission will have an opportunity to review the prudence of that 

decision in a future ACA case. There is no need to preapprove, or pre-reject that 

hypothetical decision at this time. If the Environmental Defense Fund or any other 

stakeholder wants to further examine the establishment of standards for consideration 

of the prudence of future transportation agreements with affiliated pipelines, they may 

address such matters as part of the working group the Commission will establish to 

consider issues regarding Spire Missouri’s Cost Allocation Manual.     
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VI. Cost Allocation Manual 
 

A. Should a working group be created following this rate case to explore 
ideas for modifying the LAC and MGE CAM? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. Spire Missouri uses a Commission-approved Cost Allocation Manual 

(CAM) to guide its decisions when assigning costs to its various utility operating 

companies and affiliates.202 

2. Spire Missouri’s existing CAM was approved by the Commission in 

2013.203 Since that approval, Spire Inc. has acquired Alagasco and Mobile Gas in 

Alabama and Willmut Gas in Mississippi and has created a new shared services 

entity.204  Because of the changes in Spire Inc.’s structure, the existing CAM should be 

updated.  

3. Spire Missouri agrees the existing CAM should be reviewed,205 and 

supports the creation of a working group to consider changes to the CAM.206  

4. Staff is also open to the creation of a working group to revise the CAM.207 

5. Public Counsel is willing to take part in a working group to revise Spire 

Missouri’s CAM.208 Public Counsel also advocates for an independent third-party audit 

of Spire Missouri’s affiliate transactions,209 and argues the audit should take place 

before the working group starts its review. Public Counsel also suggests the 

Commission order Spire Missouri to file its new CAM with the Commission for approval 
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no later than six months after rates established in the case become effective.210  

6. In its testimony, Public Counsel indicates the independent audit should be 

completed before the end of 2019,211 and that the specific timing of the audit should be 

determined in conjunction with Spire Missouri to ensure the company has sufficient 

resources available to respond to discovery requests.212 

7. The Environmental Defense Fund does not oppose the creation of a 

working group to revise the CAM, but urges the Commission to immediately order a 

particular change in the CAM to establish a process for Spire Missouri to follow before 

it enters into a transportation agreement with an affiliated pipeline company.213 

8. Staff opposes the changes to the CAM proposed by the Environmental 

Defense Fund because they are complicated and lack sufficient detail to be 

implemented.214  

Conclusions of Law 

A. The Commission’s affiliate transaction regulations require Spire Missouri 

to utilize a CAM with regard to its transactions with affiliated companies.215 

 

Decision 

The Commission finds that Spire Missouri’s CAM should be rewritten, and the 

best way to accomplish that rewrite is to authorize a working group, comprised of Spire 

Missouri, Staff, Public Counsel, and any other interested stakeholders, to draft a 
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proposed CAM for the Commission’s approval. That working group will be established 

by the Commission in a separate order.  The Commission will not delay the working 

group by ordering the independent audit proposed by Public Counsel. The need for an 

independent audit will be addressed later in this order. 

The Commission will not order Spire Missouri to adopt the specific changes to its 

CAM proposed by the Environmental Defense Fund.  The Commission finds those 

specific changes to be complicated and difficult to implement.  Further, the technical 

details of the revised CAM should be addressed by the interested stakeholders through 

the working group that will be authorized.  If the Environmental Defense Fund wants to 

press for its desired changes through that process, it may do so.  For the same reason, 

the Commission will not order Spire Missouri to comply with the other 

recommendations offered by Public Counsel, as those recommendations can best be 

addressed by the working group.    

 

B. Should an independent third-party external audit be conducted of all 
cost allocations and all affiliate transactions, including those resulting 
from Spire’s acquisitions, to ensure compliance with the Commission’s 
Affiliate Transaction Rule, 4 CSR 240-20.015? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. Public Counsel urges the Commission to order Spire Missouri to engage 

the services of an independent auditor - approved by Staff and Public Counsel – to 

undertake a focused affiliate transactions audit in order to provide the Commission with 

an objective and independent review of Spire Missouri’s cost allocation practices.216  

2. Public Counsel believes such an audit should “look at all the charges and 
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the allocation factors and the specific calculations in a level of detail that would far 

surpass the timeframe that’s even allotted for a rate case proceeding.”217 The auditor 

would also be expected to examine Spire Missouri’s compliance with the Commission’s 

affiliate transaction rule and with its existing CAM.218  

3. Public Counsel does not indicate how much such an audit would cost. 

Rather, Public Counsel’s witnesses at the hearing suggested that the parties could 

agree on a budget and then solicit bids from interested auditors. It was also suggested 

that Spire Missouri’s shareholders should be responsible for some, or all, of the cost of 

the audit.219 

4. Another witness for Public Counsel explained that in the recent 

Westar/Great Plains Energy merger case, Great Plains Energy agreed to fund the first 

$500,000 of the cost of a similar audit, with the balance of the audit costs being shared 

equally between shareholder and ratepayers.220  That amount might not be required in 

this case and Public Counsel’s witness suggested the parties get together to agree 

upon a budget for the audit work.221    

5. Unlike Great Plains Energy in the merger case, Spire Missouri has not 

agreed to use shareholder funds to pay for an audit.222 

6. The great majority of Spire Inc.’s expenses are allocated between 

regulated entities in multiple states, not with unregulated affiliates.223  

7. One of the major reasons Public Counsel believes an outside audit is 
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needed is because of the problems it experienced in obtaining responses to discovery 

requests made to Spire Missouri in this case.224  

Conclusions of Law 

A. Subsection 393.140(5), RSMo, gives the Commission authority to 

“[e]xamine all persons and corporations under its supervision and keep informed as to 

the methods, practices, regulations and property employed by them in the transaction 

of their business.” In addition, subsection (8) of that section of the statute gives the 

Commission power to “examine the accounts, books, contracts, records, documents 

and papers of any such corporation or person . . . .”  

B. Similarly, subsection 386.710(2), RSMo, gives Public Counsel the power 

and duty to “represent and protect the interests of the public in any proceeding before 

or appeal from the public service commission.”   

C. Both Staff and Public Counsel have authority to audit Spire Missouri 

without the Commission having required the hiring of an outside auditor.  

Decision 

It is apparent that both Public Counsel and Spire Missouri are frustrated with the 

other regarding discovery efforts relating to affiliate transactions and cost allocations.  

The Commission does not need to assess blame for those problems in this order, and 

neither party brought their discovery concerns to the Commission’s attention by filing 

either a motion to compel, or a motion to protect against discovery, during the course of 

this case when those concerns could have been addressed and discovery facilitated.225   
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Regardless, neither those discovery concerns, nor the other concerns described by 

Public Counsel, justify the expense necessary to undertake such an audit at this time.   

It may be that a special audit would be helpful, and the working group the 

Commission will be establishing to examine Spire Missouri’s CAM will be an 

appropriate forum for that discussion.      

The Commission determines it is not necessary or appropriate to order Spire 

Missouri to hire an outside auditor to examine the company’s affiliate transactions and 

allocations.  

 

C. How Should the Commission Account for an Alleged Downward Trend 
in the Cost of Spire Shared Services?226 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. Spire Inc. has adopted a legal shared services entity – Spire Shared 

Services - to manage the cost of providing common and centralized services across its 

operating companies and business units.227 

2. As part of his assessment of the operations of Spire Shared Services, 

Spire Missouri’s witness, Thomas Flaherty, determined that the cost of operating Spire 

Shared Services was trending downward for the period 2013 through 2016.228  

Specifically, he found that Spire Shared Services’ Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 
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billings to Spire declined by 3.3 percent annually during that period.229  

3. Public Counsel proposed that the downward cost trend identified by 

Flaherty will be continued into 2017, and initially proposed a resulting reduction of O&M 

expense of $4.9 million for LAC, and $2.2 million for MGE.230 

4. Mr. Flaherty responded to Public Counsel’s proposed adjustment through 

his rebuttal testimony. First, he points out a calculation error in Public Counsel’s 

proposed adjustment resulting from the improper application of after inflation adjusted 

dollars to a nominal cost base. Public Counsel’s witness, Ara Azad recognized that 

error in her surrebuttal testimony and reduced the proposed reduction in O&M expense 

to $2,062,266 to LAC and $922,081 for MGE.231   

5. Flaherty’s rebuttal testimony also challenges the basis for Public 

Counsel’s entire proposed adjustment of O&M expenses. As he explains, the decline in 

shared services charges that he measured between 2013 and 2016 reflects the 

realization of significant synergies resulting from the merger of LAC and MGE into 

Spire Missouri, as well as the acquisition of Alagasco by Spire Inc.232  

Conclusions of Law 

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue.   

Decision 

The Commission agrees with Mr. Flaherty that the initial savings resulting from 

these transactions cannot be assumed to continue at the same rate in 2017. Public 

Counsel’s proposed adjustment is based merely on speculation and will not be 
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adopted.      

 
VII. Gas Inventory Carrying Charges 

 
A. Should LAC’s natural gas and propane inventory carrying costs be 

recovered through rate base inclusion, as currently is the case with 
MGE, or recovered through the PGA/ACA process? 

 
B. Should Line of Credit (LOC) fees be removed from LAC’s PGA 

consistent with inventory inclusion in rate base? 
 

Findings of Fact 

 
1. Currently, MGE recovers the cost of maintaining its gas storage 

inventories in its base distribution rates. LAC, on the other hand, recovers these gas 

inventory costs through its PGA/ACA mechanism.233   

2. Spire Missouri proposed adjustments to LAC’s PGA/ACA balances and 

cost of service to reflect the addition of the average storage inventory costs in rate base, 

consistent with the approach taken for MGE.234  

3. Rate base is the utility’s plant-in-service at original cost.  Rate base often 

includes other values, as well, such as capitalized construction expenses, including 

interest and carrying costs, and other charges that the Commission has allowed the 

utility to capitalize and include in rate base.  Also included in rate base are tools and 

equipment, materials and supplies, fuel stocks, prepayments of expenses, and cash 

working capital. 

4. In 2005, LAC began recovering gas inventory carrying charges at the 

short-term debt rate through the PGA/ACA process pursuant to a stipulation and 
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agreement in a rate case proceeding, File No. GR-2005-0284.235  LAC continued to 

recover the gas inventories associated with “cushion gas” in rate base.236 

5. In Missouri, LAC is the only local distribution company collecting gas 

inventory carrying charges in this manner.237  By putting gas inventory carrying costs 

back into rate base, these costs for LAC will be consistent with both its sister division, 

MGE, and with all other local distribution companies in the state. 

6. One other benefit of including gas inventory carrying costs in rate base is 

it reduces the complexity that results from reviewing the separate gas inventory carrying 

cost recovery mechanism in the annual ACA review process.238  

7. Staff argues that the gas inventory carrying cost should be included in rate 

base but only if a comparable amount of short-term debt is included in the capital 

structure.239   

8. Public Counsel opposes including natural gas storage costs in rate base 

arguing that these costs should remain tied to the PGA mechanism because they are 

more like gas costs than long-term debt.240 

9. LAC’s revenue requirement would be increased by approximately 

$8 million if gas inventory carrying charges are included in rate base.  However, 

ratepayers will also have the benefit of reduced PGA rates.  The effect on revenue 

requirement for MGE is approximately $3.5 million; however, this is not an incremental 
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cost as MGE was already recovering gas inventory carrying costs in rate base.241 

10. Other inventories, such as materials and supplies, are included in rate 

base using a 13-month average.  A 13-month average helps create a more stable, long-

term value for the asset.242   

11. LAC’s gas inventories have cycles whereby gas is injected and withdrawn 

at various times.  However, some amount of gas to meet the reliability needs of LAC’s 

distribution sales customers is maintained in storage year-round, regardless of the 

length of the injection and withdrawal cycle.243 

12. Staff and LAC agree that if gas inventory carrying costs are included in 

rate base, the approximately $4.1 million of carrying costs and associated line of credit 

fees currently included in the PGA mechanism for gas inventory carrying cost should be 

removed from the PGA to be consistent.244 

Conclusions of Law 

 
The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

 
Decision 

 
 The Commission has considered the effects on the ratepayers of removing these 

costs from the PGA and putting them back in rate base.  The Commission has also 

considered the benefits of doing so and that PGA costs will be reduced potentially 

offsetting the rate base increases. In balancing the interests of the ratepayers and of the 
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company, the Commission determines that it is just and reasonable to move LAC’s gas 

storage costs out of the PGA tariff and back into base rates.  By doing so, the 

Commission brings LAC back in line with MGE and every other natural gas local 

distribution company in Missouri. Additionally, placing gas inventory carrying charges in 

rate base has the benefit of reducing the complexity resulting from the review of the 

separate gas inventory carrying cost mechanism in the PGA tariff and in the annual 

ACA review.  The Commission also determines the approximately $4.1 million of 

carrying costs and associated line of credit fees currently included in the PGA 

mechanism should also be removed from the PGA to maintain consistency. 

 
 

VIII. Credit Card Processing Fees 
 

A. Should an amount be included in LAC’s base rates to account for fees 
incurred when customers pay by credit card, in the same manner fees 
are currently included in MGE’s base rates? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. Under LAC’s current rate structure, customers who wish to pay their gas 

bill using a credit or debit card will be assessed a fee by the issuer of the credit card.  

MGE’s customers who pay their bill using a credit or debit card do not pay such a fee.  

Instead, the credit card fee is paid by MGE and recovered through the rates charged to 

all customers. Spire Missouri proposes to change LAC’s rate structure to match that of 

MGE, so that customers who pay their bill using a credit or debit card do not have to 

pay the credit card fee.245   

2. Currently, approximately 30 percent of MGE’s customers - who do not 

have to pay a fee - pay their bills using a credit or debit card. Approximately 11 percent 
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of LAC’s customers - who do have to pay a fee - pay their bills using a credit or debit 

card.246 

3. Public Counsel opposes the shifting of costs from customers who use a 

credit or debit card to pay their bills to all customers, including those who pay their bills 

by other methods.247 

4. If LAC customers no longer have to pay a fee to pay their bills with a credit 

or debit card it is anticipated that more LAC customers will pay their bills by that 

method.248  

5. Spire Missouri will benefit if more customers use credit cards because 

once the payment is made, the credit card company would assume the risk of non-

payment.249 Further, Spire Missouri would get its money sooner and without the risk of 

taking a bad check,250 and it might see a reduction in its level of bad debt.251 

6. While Spire Missouri has not proposed any cost adjustments in this case 

to recognize any savings from the change in cost recovery of credit and debit card 

fees,252 any such benefits that do materialize would reduce the company’s cost of 

service and ultimately benefit ratepayers in a future rate case.253 

Conclusions of Law 

A. Subsection 393.130.3, RSMo, forbids a gas corporation to give an “undue 

or unreasonable preference or advantage” to any “person, corporation or locality.”254  
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The statute implies that not every preference or advantage is “undue” or 

“unreasonable.”  

Decision 

Public Counsel’s argument is based on the premise that those who cause a cost 

should pay for that cost. That is an appropriate maxim to consider when designing 

utility rates, but it is not an absolute limitation on the structure of such rates. No 

customer has a right to pay only their particular costs for receiving utility service, 

because the cost to serve each customer is different. If nothing else, each customer 

lives a greater or lesser distance from the interstate pipeline and requires a greater or 

lesser length of distribution system to obtain their gas supply. If each customer paid 

only their own individualized costs, Spire Missouri would have to establish thousands of 

different rates.  

In this case, it is reasonable to allow Spire Missouri to recover fees resulting 

from the use of credit and debit cards to pay LAC bills from all LAC customers rather 

than from just those customers who use the credit or debit cards to pay their bills, just 

as it currently does for MGE customers.  That policy does not result in an undue or 

unreasonable preference among customers because all customers can use the 

convenience of a credit or debit card if that tool is available to them.  Ultimately, this is 

a policy question for which the Commission finds in favor of allowing the company to 

recover these costs from all ratepayers rather than imposing these costs on only some 

customers.  

Having found that an amount should be included in LAC’s base rates to account 

for fees incurred when customers pay by credit or debit card, the Commission must 
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address the second portion of this issue. 

B. If yes, what is an appropriate amount to include in LAC’s base rates for 
credit card fees? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. Staff proposes that Spire Missouri be allowed to recover an annualized 

amount for credit and debit card processing fees for LAC based on the number of 

actual credit card payments that occurred for LAC during the 12 months ending June 

30, 2017, multiplied by the known and measurable average per payment transaction 

fee incurred by MGE for the same period.255    

2. Spire Missouri counters that if customers are allowed to make credit or 

debit card payments without having to pay a separate fee, then more customers will 

take advantage of that payment option. Spire Missouri would include an amount in 

LAC’s base rates that assumes the number of such payments by LAC customers will 

increase by 30 percent the first year, 50 percent the second year, 75 percent the third 

year, reaching the level of such payments made by MGE customers in the fourth year. 

Spire Missouri would then average those costs over four years, and include $1,246,619 

in base rates to recover those costs.256 

3. In 2009, the year before MGE took over payment for credit and debit card 

transaction fees, only four percent of residential customers paid their bills with credit or 

debit cards. By 2012, the rate of customers paying their bills with credit or debit cards 

had increased to 14 percent.257   

4. No one can say with certainty how LAC customers will respond to the 
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removal of a separate charge for the use of credit or debit cards to pay bills.  In 

addition, an increase in the use of credit and debit cards could have as yet unknown 

effects on other utility costs and revenues.258   As a result, those costs in future years 

are not yet known and measurable.259  

Conclusions of Law 

A. Spire Missouri proposes that an adjustment be made to account for 

anticipated changes in customer usage of credit or debit cards in future years. The 

Missouri Court of Appeals has indicated: 

the criteria used to determine whether a post-year event should be 
included in the analysis of the test year is whether the proposed 
adjustment is (1) ‘known and measurable,’ (2) promotes the proper 
relationship of investment, revenues and expenses, and (3) is 
representative of the conditions anticipated during the time the rates will 
be in effect.260    
 

Decision 

The Commission finds that the cost Spire Missouri will incur in future years 

resulting from the change in how costs are recovered for the use of credit or debit cards 

by LAC customers to pay their bills are not yet known and measurable.  The 

Commission will utilize the level of costs calculated by Staff, which is based on actual 

costs incurred during the test year.    
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IX.  Trackers 
 

Should LAC and MGE be permitted to implement an environmental tracker? 

Findings of Fact 
 

1. A “tracker” is a rate mechanism that tracks the amount of a specific cost of 

service item actually incurred by a utility and then compares that amount to the amount 

of an item that is currently included in a utility’s rate levels. Any over-recovery or under-

recovery of the item’s amount set in rates is then booked to a regulatory asset or 

regulatory liability account, and made eligible for recovery in the utility’s next general 

rate case proceeding through an amortization to expense.261 

2. Spire Missouri requested authority for a tracker for its environmental 

compliance costs as they relate to 19 manufactured gas plant sites for which LAC and 

MGE may be a potential responsible party.262 

3. During the next year, Spire Missouri may incur costs for federal, state, and 

local environmental compliance requirements for these gas plant sites.  Spire Missouri 

expressed the intent to continue pursuing reimbursement for these costs from insurance 

companies and other potentially responsible third parties.263 

4. Staff requested that Spire Missouri provide budgeted environmental costs 

for the period of 2015-2020, but Spire Missouri indicated there were no budgeted costs 

for expected environmental costs for MGE or LAC during that timeframe.264  Spire 

Missouri projects no environmental costs will be incurred during the next two years.265 
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5. Spire Missouri’s requested environmental tracker would isolate for special 

ratemaking treatment a cost of service for which LAC and MGE are not currently 

incurring material costs without considering other costs that may decline and offset any 

environmental cost increases that may occur in the future.266 

Conclusions of Law 
 

A.  Spire Missouri requests both LAC and MGE be authorized to track 

through a deferred accounting mechanism environmental costs incurred to comply with 

federal, state, or local environmental compliance requirements. Subsection 386.266.2, 

RSMo, grants the Commission the authority to approve the use of an adjustment 

mechanism by a gas utility in order to “reflect increases and decreases in its prudently 

incurred costs, whether capital or expense to comply with any federal, state, or local 

environmental law, regulation, or rule.”  

B. In determining whether an environmental tracker should be granted, Spire 

Missouri bears the burden of proof.267 

 
Decision 

 
 Although Spire Missouri bears the burden of proof, the company failed to present 

evidence to support the request for an environmental tracker. No evidence was 

presented on the historic level of environmental costs that would demonstrate a material 

level of costs or that either LAC or MGE will incur, or is likely to incur, significant 

environmental costs that would justify the extraordinary remedy of a tracker. The 

Commission denies Spire Missouri’s request for an environmental tracker. 
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X. Surveillance 
 

Findings of Fact 
 

1. Staff proposed a new format for surveillance data to allow more robust 

and separate earnings monitoring for LAC and MGE.268   

2. Before this issue was taken up at hearing, Public Counsel, Spire Missouri, 

and Staff reached an agreement that Spire Missouri will provide to Staff and Public 

Counsel, surveillance documents for LAC and MGE separately on a quarterly basis. 

Those parties agreed that the information will be in the format set out by Staff.269 

3. Public Counsel, Spire Missouri, and Staff also agreed that Spire Missouri 

would provide its general ledger and the Customer Care and Billing (CC&B) subledger 

on an annual basis, within 60 days of the close of Spire Missouri’s fiscal year.  

4. Additionally, as part of the agreement, Staff and Public Counsel may 

request copies of the general ledger and CC&B subledger on a more frequent basis 

than annually, if further support of the surveillance data is needed.  Staff and Public 

Counsel agreed to first go to the company with requests to see the general ledger more 

frequently before making additional requests to the Commission.  Spire Missouri agreed 

that it would provide the general ledger and CC&B subledger more frequently when 

requested or would provide secure access to the information.270 

5. Public Counsel, Spire Missouri, and Staff also agreed that the information 

provided in the surveillance reports would be considered “confidential,” and Staff agreed 

to follow all statutory provisions and Commission rules governing the use and protection 

of such confidential information. 
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6. The only remaining dispute on this issue involves the request by the MIEC 

to allow the parties to this rate case access to those same quarterly surveillance 

reports. 

7. Staff and Public Counsel are the only parties to this case that are 

obligated to provide a regulatory function relating to Spire Missouri.   

8. The non-regulatory parties to this case are not subject to the same 

statutory prohibitions on the disclosure of sensitive business information that may be 

contained in the surveillance reports.   

Conclusions of Law 
 

A. Staff and Public Counsel are restricted by law from divulging confidential 

surveillance information to any person and are subject to being guilty of a misdemeanor 

for violation of this law.271    

B. Information filed in accordance with the Commission’s confidentiality rule 

is restricted from disclosure except to attorneys and experts.  Specifically, Commission 

rule 4 CSR 240-2.135 states in part:   

(6) Confidential information may be disclosed only to the attorneys of 
record for a party and to employees of a party who are working as subject-
matter experts for those attorneys or who intend to file testimony in that 
case, or to persons designated by a party as an outside expert in that 
case. 
 

* * * 
 

(13) All persons who have access to information under this rule shall keep 
the information secure and may neither use nor disclose such information 
for any purpose other than preparation for and conduct of the proceeding 
for which the information was provided. This rule shall not prevent the 
commission’s staff or the Office of the Public Counsel from using 
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confidential information obtained under this rule as the basis for additional 
investigations or complaints against any public utility.  
 
C. Staff and Public Counsel are the only parties to this case that are 

obligated to provide a regulatory function relating to Spire Missouri.   

D. The non-regulatory parties to this case are not subject to the same 

statutory prohibitions on the disclosure of sensitive business information that may be 

contained in the surveillance reports.   

Decision 
 

The Commission finds that it is reasonable to adopt the agreement of Spire 

Missouri, Staff, and Public Counsel regarding surveillance. The Commission will order 

Spire Missouri to provide Staff and Public Counsel the surveillance data in the format 

agreed upon and set forth in Attachment 1 of Staff’s Initial Post-Hearing Brief on a 

quarterly basis.  Additionally, the Commission will order Spire Missouri to provide Staff 

and Public Counsel its general ledger and CC&B subledger on an annual basis, within 

60 days of the close of Spire Missouri’s fiscal year, and to make both the ledger and 

subledger available more frequently in the event further support of the surveillance 

data is needed. 

The Commission rejects the request of MIEC to provide surveillance reports to 

the nonregulatory parties to this case.  Unlike the Staff and Public Counsel, the other 

parties, specifically the industrial consumers, are not obligated to provide any 

regulatory function relating to Spire Missouri.  Further, the non-regulatory parties to 

this case are not subject to the same statutory prohibitions on the disclosure of 

sensitive business information that may be contained in those reports.   

The Commission previously determined that the parties to this case had an 
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interest sufficient to allow their participation and different from the interest of the 

general public.  However, outside the context of a formal proceeding, the Commission 

cannot know that the interests of each of these parties will continue.  Further, outside 

the context of a formal proceeding where the Commission has determined that a party 

has an interest in the case, enforcing the Commission’s confidentiality rule becomes 

impossible.  Therefore, the Commission denies MIEC’s request. 

 

XI. Rate Design 
 
A. Should a Revenue Stabilization Mechanism or other rate adjustment 

mechanism be implemented for the Residential and SGS classes for 
MGE and LAC?  If so, how should it be designed and should an 
adjustment cap be applied to such a mechanism? 

 
B. Reflective of the answer to part A, should LAC’s weather mitigated 

Residential Rate Design be modified to collect a customer charge and 
variable charge for all units of gas sold, or should it be continued in its 
current form? 

 
C. Weather Normalization Adjustment Rider (WNAR) Tariff – should a 

WNAR be adopted? If so, what modifications to Staff’s proposed tariff 
should be adopted? 

 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. After the Commission determines the amount of revenue necessary, it 

must decide how that revenue will be spread among Spire Missouri’s customer classes 

via rates.  The process of determining how Spire Missouri’s non-gas revenue 

requirement will be allocated among the different customer classes is known as rate 

design.272 

2. A non-unanimous stipulation and agreement with no objections is 
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approved in this order and addresses the class cost of service and rate design issues 

with the exception of the residential customer charge and rate structure, and the 

revenue stabilization mechanism (RSM) or other tariffed rate adjustments. 273 

3. This case was unique in that it is the first instance that a RSM for weather 

and/or conservation was proposed under Section 386.266.3, RSMo.   

4. Spire Missouri seeks a RSM that would appear as a separate charge on 

the customer bills and would vary in response to changes in average customer 

usage.274   

5. Spire Missouri argues that a RSM is an appropriate rate design because 

most fixed costs do not increase with increased usage, tying recovery of fixed costs to 

customer usage discourages the company from pursuing energy efficiency programs, 

and the volumetric rate sometimes has the unintended consequence of allowing over-

recovery during periods of high usage.  Spire Missouri further argues that a RSM would 

simplify rate designs and would provide residential and commercial customers with 

more stability in their bills.275 

6. LAC and MGE confirmed that historically, they have fully recovered their 

operating expenses, interest payments, depreciation expense, and income taxes.276 

7. A RSM is not needed by Spire Missouri due to difficulty meeting its 

revenue requirement without a RSM.277 

8. It is difficult to design a RSM that will distinguish lower usage due to 
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economic conditions versus lower usage due to conservation.278 

9. The RSM proposed by Spire Missouri adjusts for all changes in average 

customer use, not only due to variations in weather and/or conservation.279  It would 

adjust rates for the effects of fuel switching, rate switching, new customers with non-

average usage, and economic factors.280  For example, if Spire Missouri was to add low 

usage customers in place of current high usage customers, the RSM would treat their 

usage as too low and would make a rate adjustment allowing the company to recover 

the difference between those new customers’ lower-than-average usage and an 

average customer’s usage.281 Additionally, if a large Small General Service (SGS) 

customer that acts more like a Large General Service (LGS) customer moved to an 

LGS rate, the overall average usage of the SGS class would decrease, the RSM would 

provide the company with additional compensation even though there was no change in 

actual total usage.282 

10. The RSM proposed by the companies would not provide rate stability 

because of the numerous tariff changes per year.  As proposed, the RSM would have 

up to four rate changes per year and an annual true-up.283  

11. With a volumetric rate, the goal of the companies to increase revenues by 

selling more gas is misaligned with the goal of conservation for customers.  This 

misalignment is best resolved by using Staff’s climatic normal and weather 

normalization because annual natural gas usage is 95 percent correlated with annual 
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heating degree days (HDD).284 

12. Weather variations cause the greatest variations in revenues for the 

companies.285 

13. Based on Staff’s weather normalization regressions, a mechanism based 

solely on weather could account for over 97 percent of usage variation within a given 

year.286  Thus, a weather normalization adjustment rider would account for most of the 

variations due to weather. 

14. During the hearing, Staff presented a sample tariff sheet with a Weather 

Normalization Adjustment Rider (WNAR) for Commission consideration.287  That 

sample tariff sheet, which was admitted into the record as Exhibit 281, included a 

method of adjusting rates based only on weather variations.288 No objection to the 

document was made, with the exception of proposed modifications submitted by Spire 

Missouri.289 

15. Spire Missouri proposed that if the Commission were to reject its RSM 

and instead adopt the WNAR, three modifications should be made: 

 Approve the WNAR for both LAC's and MGE's Residential and Small 
General Service Classes.  

 

 Eliminate the $0.01 per therm (or ccf) limit on adjustments that can be 
made. If the Commission determines that some limit is appropriate, it 
should be: (1) a limit only on upward adjustments and (2) that it be 
set at $0.05 per therm or ccf. Additionally, provide that any adjustment 
amounts falling outside the $0.05 limit would be deferred for recovery 
from customers in the next WNAR adjustment.  

                                                
284
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 Allow for at least three adjustments per year, including the annual 
required one, provided that there must be at least 60 days between 
each adjustment. 
 

16. Changing the $0.01 per therm (or ccf) limit on adjustments in the WNAR 

sample tariff to a limit of $0.05 per therm (or ccf) on upward adjustments will ensure 

that any monthly increase for the average customer will not be so high as to provide 

rate shock while providing customers with an opportunity to receive a larger monthly 

decrease if the weather is exceptionally cold.290 Additionally, by providing that any 

adjustments falling outside the $0.05 limit will be deferred for recovery from customers 

in the next WNAR adjustment, the company is assured of receiving the appropriate 

revenue.  Further, these changes are consistent with and can be administered in a 

similar manner to the PGA/ACA clauses in the LAC and MGE current tariffs. 

17. The WNAR proposed in Exhibit 281 when modified according to Spire 

Missouri’s second suggested modification set out above is a just and reasonable 

mechanism to account for weather variations. 

18. With regard to the application of the WNAR to the Small General 

Services (SGS) customers, unlike residential customers, there is no established 

coefficient291 for the relationship between weather and usage for SGS customers.292 

Additionally, “rate switchers”293 are a common occurrence for LAC.294  Larger 
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customers are less weather sensitive than smaller customers because they use gas all 

year round for more than just heating.295  Without knowing the final makeup of the 

customers in the SGS class, it is impossible to calculate an unbiased coefficient for 

the SGS class.  Therefore, it is not just and reasonable to adopt this proposed 

modification. 

19. Staff’s proposal limits the rate adjustments to two per year, thus including 

half of a heating and cooling season.  This would account for customers who have 

limited seasonal usage (e.g. heat water only). A triannual filing as proposed by the 

company would cause one period to include either a majority of summer or of winter 

months where a majority of the changes would occur.  For these reasons, this 

modification is not just and reasonable. 

 

Conclusions of Law 

A. The Commission’s powers are “limited to those conferred by the 

statutes.”296 

B. A RSM is authorized by Subsection 386.266.3, RSMo, which provides: 

Subject to the requirements of this section, any gas corporation may make 
an application to the commission to approve rate schedules authorizing 
periodic rate adjustments outside of general rate proceedings to reflect the 
non-gas revenue effects of increases or decreases in residential and 
commercial customer usage due to variations in either weather, 
conservation, or both. 

 
C. The statue authorizes an RSM that allows adjustments for variations due 
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to weather, conservation, or both.  The Commission cannot approve Spire Missouri’s 

proposed RSM because the RSM would make adjustments for all variations in average 

usage per customer (such as, fuel switching, rate class switching, new customers with 

non-average usage, and economic factors) and not just those limited to weather or 

conservation. 

Decision 

Spire Missouri has not provided evidence that the RSM it proposed is needed 

for either revenue recovery (Spire Missouri has had no difficulty in meeting its revenue 

requirement) or to incentivize conservation.  Further, the RSM as proposed by Spire 

Missouri is not consistent with the statutory requirements that allow the Commission to 

approve a mechanism for adjusting rates outside of a general rate proceeding “to 

reflect the non-gas revenue effects of increases or decreases in residential and 

commercial customer usage due to variations in either weather, conservation, or 

both”297 because it would adjust rates for all changes in average customer use, not 

only due to variations in weather and/or conservation.  However, because annual 

natural gas usage is 95 percent correlated with annual HDD, using Staff’s climatic 

normal and weather normalization in the form of the WNAR tariff would more 

accurately resolve the revenue stabilization issue because it is specifically linked to 

weather fluctuations.  

  The Commission further finds that the $0.01 per therm (or ccf) limit on 

adjustments under the WNAR tariff as proposed by Staff should be eliminated but 

that a limit of $0.05 per therm (or ccf) on upward adjustments should be included. 

This will ensure that any monthly increase for the average customer will not be so 
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high as to create rate shock, while providing customers with an opportunity to 

receive a larger monthly decrease if the weather is exceptionally cold.  The WNAR 

tariff shall also provide that any adjustments falling outside the $0.05 limit will be 

deferred for recovery from customers in the next WNAR adjustment. Thus, this 

mechanism becomes similar to the PGA/ACA process with regard to adjustments 

and a true-up period.  

The Commission rejects the other two modifications to the WNAR that Spire 

Missouri proposed.  The Commission will not order the WNAR to apply to the SGS 

classes because no coefficient has been established for the relationship between 

weather and usage and “rate switchers” seem to be a common occurrence for LAC.  

It is often assumed that the larger customers are less weather sensitive than smaller 

customers.  Without knowing the final makeup of the customers in the SGS class, it 

is impossible to calculate an unbiased coefficient for the SGS class.  Additionally, the 

Commission rejects Spire Missouri’s request to allow three rate adjustments per 

year.  Staff’s proposal limits the rate adjustments to two per year, thus including half 

of a heating and cooling season.  This would account for customers who have limited 

seasonal usage (e.g. heat water only).  A triannual filing as proposed by the 

company, however, would cause one period to include either a majority of summer 

or of winter months where a majority of the changes would occur.  Thus, the 

triannual filing would make the customer billing more volatile than Staff’s proposal. 

The Commission determines that a RSM as proposed by Spire Missouri is not 

necessary for the company because the utility is not having any difficulty meeting its 

revenue requirement and has not been shown to be a good mechanism to 
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incentivize conservation.  Further, the RSM as proposed is not authorized by the 

statute. Therefore, the Commission rejects Spire Missouri’s proposed RSM.  

However, the Commission also determines that a WNAR tariff is in the public interest 

and is just and reasonable as set out by the Staff’s example tariff with the 

modification of an upward adjustment limit and elimination of a downward adjustment 

limit.298  Spire Missouri shall include the WNAR tariff with a limit of $0.05 per therm 

(or ccf) on upward adjustments and shall provide that any adjustments falling outside 

the $0.05 limit will be deferred for recovery from customers in the next WNAR 

adjustment.   

 

D. What should the Residential customer charge be for LAC and MGE, and 
what should the transition rates be set at until October 1, 2018? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. The customer charge is the set amount on every customer’s bill that must 

be paid even if the customer uses no gas.  

2. Customer-related costs are the minimum costs necessary to make gas 

service available to the customer, regardless of how much gas the customer uses.  

Examples include meter reading, billing, postage, customer account service, and a 

portion of the costs associated with required investment in a meter, the service line, 

and other billing costs.  Customer-related costs are generally recovered through the 

customer charge while other costs are recovered through volumetric rates that vary 

with the amount of gas used.299 

3. It is important to remember that determining an appropriate customer 
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charge is a question of rate design, not a question of the company’s revenue 

requirement.  That means any increase in the company’s customer charge would be 

accompanied by a decrease in volumetric rates so that, in theory, the company 

recovers the same amount of revenue. 

4. In actual practice, because the amount collected from volumetric rates 

varies with the amount of gas used, the company will collect less money from 

volumetric rates when customers use less gas.  Thus, for example, in the summer, 

when customers are using less gas for heating, the company runs the risk of collecting 

less revenue.  However, a higher customer charge also creates the problem of 

customers dropping off the system seasonally. 

5. A lower customer charge coupled with a volumetric rate encourages 

efficient consumption because higher usage causes higher bills.300  

6. A lower customer charge can also help low-income customers, because 

they tend to use less natural gas than the general body of residential customers.301   

7. LAC’s current residential rate consists of a customer charge of $19.50 and 

a seasonal volumetric charge of $0.91686 per therm for the first 30 therms used in the 

winter, but no charge for therms used after 30 in the winter; $0.31290 per therm for the 

first 30 therms in summer; and $0.15297 for all therms over 30 in the summer.  LAC’s 

current “weather mitigated” rates result in a flat customer charge of $47.01 ($19.50 

plus $0.91686 per therm) for virtually every residential customer in the winter 

months.302 

8. MGE’s current residential rate consists of a $23.00 customer charge and a 
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flat volumetric rate of $0.07380 per ccf used.303   

9. A class cost of service study (CCOS) provides a basis for allocating and/or 

assigning to the customer classes a utility’s cost of providing service to all customer 

classes in a manner that best reflects cost causation.304 

10. Staff performed a separate CCOS for LAC and MGE.305  Staff’s CCOS for 

both LAC and MGE were primarily based on cost.306  Staff’s class cost of service 

studies showed that on a strict cost allocation basis, the customer charge should be 

approximately $26.00 per customer for LAC and $17.01 for MGE.307   

11. Staff included the following costs in the calculation of the residential 

customer charge: 

• Distribution - services (investment and expenses) 
• Distribution - meters and regulators (investment and expenses) 
• Distribution - customer installations 
• Customer deposits 
• Customer billing expenses 
• Uncollectible accounts (write-offs) 
• Customer service & information expenses 
• Portion of income taxes308 

12. For LAC, Staff recommended an increased customer charge of $26.00 

and recommended charging customers for all therms including therms used after 30.309  

Alternatively, Staff presented an inclining block residential rate design for LAC with a 

$26.00 customer charge and a volumetric charge per therm to increase for usage 

beyond 50 therms.310  As a further alternative to decrease the customer charge, Staff 
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presented a design for LAC consisting of a customer charge of $22.00 plus a flat 

volumetric rate, and an alternative inclining block residential rate design with a $22.00 

customer charge and a volumetric charge per them to increase for usage beyond 50 

therms.311 

13. For MGE, Staff recommended a customer charge of $20.00, plus a flat 

volumetric rate per ccf.312 Alternatively, Staff presented an inclining block residential 

rate design for MGE with a $20.00 customer charge and a volumetric charge per ccf to 

increase for usage beyond 50 ccf.313  

14. Although Spire Missouri filed a CCOS, its proposed residential customer 

charge is not really based on its study.  Rather, those proposed customer charges 

were designed to be in alignment with the RSM proposal.314 

15. Public Counsel proposed a customer charge of $14.00 for both LAC and 

MGE.315 

16. DE supported lower customer charges, but did not provide evidence 

related to a specific charge.316  DE also supported a lower tail-block rate for LAC 

customers during the winter.  This rate would apply only to the upper five percent of 

usage during the winter to decrease the effects of a cold winter.317 

17. Raising the fixed customer charge to recover all of the fixed costs, such as 

Staff’s proposed $26.00 customer charge for LAC, can cause rate shock for customers 

                                                
311
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312
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least able to afford the service.318 

18. An inclining block rate is a volumetric rate where the customers pay more 

per unit of energy consumed at the higher levels of usage.  An inclining block rate can 

encourage energy efficiency.319
  

19. LAC and MGE customers’ usage is very seasonal with 90 percent of the 

customers using less than 20 therms in the summer months.320  Further, approximately 

95 percent of the change in residential customer usage is due to weather.321 

20. Customers are concerned about higher customer charges as evidenced 

by the numerous oral and written comments received at local public hearings saying 

the customer charges were too high.322  

21. The Commission is not bound to set the customer charges based solely 

on the details of the cost of service studies.  The Commission must also consider the 

public policy implications of changing the existing customer charges.  There are strong 

public policy considerations in favor of lower customer charges.  

22. Residential customers should have as much control over the amount of 

their bills as possible so that they can reduce their monthly expenses by using less gas, 

either for economic reasons or because of a general desire to conserve.  A lower 

customer charge gives the customer the opportunity to conserve where appropriate.  

However, during the winter, conservation becomes much more difficult because the 

majority of the usage is for heating the home.  A level block rate will give the customers 

some stability during the winter when they are less able to conserve.  An inclining block 
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rate in the summer coupled with a lower customer charge will give the customers the 

ability to achieve savings through conservation during the time when their usage is not 

critical to heating the home. 

Conclusions of Law 

 The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law for this issue. 

Decision 

The Commission finds that Spire Missouri’s customer charges for LAC should be 

$22.00 and for MGE should be $20.00 with an inclining block rate in the summer and a 

level block rate in the winter for both.  An inclining block rate in the summer will 

incentivize conservation when the customers have the most control over usage not 

necessary to heat their homes.  Additionally, the level block in the winter will provide 

stabilization for customers during the winter months when they have more difficulty 

paying increased bills in order to heat their homes. These rates shall be calculated 

based on the agreed to billing determinants and the revenue requirement set out in this 

order in the method set out in Staff Exhibit 284. 

 

XII. Pensions, OPEBs and SERP 
 

A. What is the appropriate amount of pension expense to include in base 
rates? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. This issue deals with the amount of funding or pension expense for MGE 

and LAC’s pension assets that should be reflected in rates.   
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2. Spire Missouri is proposing to include $31 million in rates for contributions 

to the LAC pension plan.323  This is designed to fund 90 percent of pension liabilities for 

LAC.324  Public Counsel and the Union support this level of funding.325 

3. Pension Benefit Guarantee Premiums (PBGC) is a federal agency created 

by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) that provides a form of 

insurance to protect pension benefits in the event of a default by a sponsor of a pension 

plan.326   

4. Funding of pension liabilities at the level proposed by Spire Missouri will 

lower the PGBC premiums in the future and prevent further significant increase in the 

pension asset.327  Each $1,000 paid in pension expense by LAC will reduce PBGC 

premiums by $34.00.328 

5. Staff recommends funding LAC’s pension at the 80 percent ERISA 

minimum level which is $29 million for LAC.329 

6. ERISA minimums are premised on pension trusts earning a sufficient 

amount of return on investment in the future, thus eliminating the need for additional 

funding.330 

7. Spire Missouri, Staff, and Public Counsel agree that the pension expense 

for MGE should be $5.5 million.331 
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8. Public Counsel also requests that the Commission order a strategic 

financing review of the pension and benefit plans.332   

9. LAC’s pension plans already receive much “scrutiny and utilize some of 

the nations’ leading investment advisory and actuarial firms to assist it in planning.”333   

10. In the past, the Commission has investigated the pension plan practices of 

all the utilities in the state and found no shortcomings with regard to LAC’s pensions.334 

Conclusions of Law 

 The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

Decision 

The pension asset of LAC has grown quite large and a 90 percent funding level 

would lower PGCB premiums in the future and prevent the regulatory asset from 

increasing in size substantially.  However, a 90 percent funding level would require an 

additional $2 million in pension expense, thus, raising rates. Additionally, the ERISA 

minimums are calculated to take into consideration growth of the funds through returns, 

thus, additional investment may not be needed.  In balancing the needs of the 

ratepayers to keep rates from increasing, with the need Spire Missouri to fulfill its 

pension obligations, the Commission determines that an 80 percent ERISA funding 

level ($29 million) for LAC is the most just and reasonable level.  

With regard to MGE’s pension asset funding, Spire Missouri, Staff, and Public 

Counsel reached consensus that the funding level should be $5.5 million.  Having 

reviewed the evidence before it, the Commission determines that $5.5 million is a just 
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and reasonable funding level for MGE’s pension expense. 

Public Counsel also requested that the Commission order a strategic financing 

review of the pension and benefit plans.  The Commission was not persuaded that such 

a review is necessary since Spire Missouri’s pension and benefit plans already receive 

scrutiny and utilize investment advisory and actuarial firms to assist it in planning.  

Additionally, in the past the Commission has investigated the pension plan practices of 

all the utilities in the state and found no shortcomings with regard to LAC’s pensions.  

The Commission will not order a review of the pension and benefit plans. 

 

B. What is the appropriate amount of the LAC and MGE pension assets? 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. This issue is about what amount to use for regulatory purposes as the 

total of LAC’s prepaid pension asset and MGE’s prepaid pension liability.   

2. The pension asset is a regulatory asset that represents liabilities owed by 

ratepayers for LAC’s and MGE’s contributions to the company pension funds that have 

not been recovered in rates.335  A pension liability, is the opposite.  That is, a liability is 

created when the company has collected more from ratepayers than it has paid (with 

regard to the authorized regulatory payments) into the pension funds. 

3. Staff, MGE, and Public Counsel agree that MGE currently has a pension 

liability of $28.4 million.336  With regard to LAC, however, there is not agreement. 

4. The prepaid pension asset is equal to the difference between cash 
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contributions to the pension trust and cash collected in rates since October 1, 1987.337  

The LAC pension asset amount has not been fully litigated for over 20 years.  Staff and 

LAC agree that approximately $131.4 million has accumulated in LAC’s pension asset 

since 1996.338  However, the disagreement comes down to how much customers paid in 

rates for pension expense between 1990 and 1994 for both FAS 87 and FAS 88 

accounts, and from 1994 to 1996 for the FAS 88 account.  

5. LAC argues that between the time it adopted FAS 87 in 1987 and its rate 

case in 1994, its pension asset accumulated $19.8 million; and between that 1994 rate 

case and its 1996 rate case an additional $9.0 million accumulated under FAS 88.  

Thus, LAC argues that its prepaid pension asset is $28.8 million more than Staff’s 

position. 

6. Staff’s witness, Matthew Young, did a thorough and credible review of 

prior testimony and workpapers in LAC rate cases during the relevant period.339  The 

Commission adopts many of Mr. Young’s findings as follows: 

a. Pension expense is an item that is examined and adjusted in every 

large rate case.340  Until the current case, however, LAC had not written 

testimony responsive to Staff's adjustment to LAC's prepaid pension asset.341 

b. LAC has not sought to include a pension asset in rate base in any 

rate case since 1987.342     

c. In LAC's various rate cases between October 1, 1987 and 
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September 1, 1994, neither LAC nor Staff itemized a pension asset in rate base 

in their accounting schedules.343   

d. A prepaid pension asset was first proposed to be included in rate 

base by LAC in Case No. GR-96-193.  In that case, LAC witness Waltermire 

supported a prepaid pension asset in LAC's rate base.344 

e. LAC did not seek to include in its rate base all costs deferred after 

the 1987 implementation of FAS 87.345 

f. Based on the testimony presented in Case No. GR-96-193, 

including Staff witness Gibbs’s direct testimony, both Staff and LAC were in 

agreement on the methodology to calculate the prepaid pension asset created by 

the adoption of FAS 87.346   

g. LAC changed the methodology it used to calculate the rate base 

effect of the prepaid pension asset in its next rate case, Case No. GR-98-374.  

This is shown in the direct testimony in that case of LAC witness Fallert (then 

employed as the Controller of LAC) implying that LAC no longer calculated its 

pension asset beginning on September 1, 1994.347 

h. In LAC’s next rate case, Case No. GR-98-374, the direct testimony 

of Staff witness Traxler shows that Staff continued to calculate LAC's prepaid 

pension asset beginning with September 1, 1994, consistent with both parties’ 

calculations in Case No. GR-96-193.348 
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i. LAC changed the methodology it used to calculate the rate base 

effect of the prepaid pension asset in Case No. GR-98-374.  However, Staff has 

maintained the adjustment to the booked asset in every LAC rate case since 

Case No. GR-94-220.349  

j. LAC adopted FAS 87 for financial reporting purposes in 1987.  

However, FAS 87 was not used for regulatory purposes prior to the effective date 

of rates in Case No. GR-94-220.350 

k. Additionally, in Case No. GR-92-165, LAC's rate case immediately 

prior to the 1994 case, both Staff and LAC filed direct testimony supporting the 

use of cash contributions to set pension expense. Since Staff and LAC had the 

same methodology, and other parties did not present a different position, it is 

likely rates were set using the current level of cash contribution instead of FAS 

87 expense.351 

l. The testimony of Staff witness Gibbs in Case No. GR-96-193 

refutes LAC’s contention that during the period prior to September 1, 1994, FAS 

88 was also used for setting rates.352 

7. Prior to September 1, 1996, when rates from Case No. GR-96-193 

became effective, accumulated pension assets in FAS 88 were not included in LAC’s 

cost of service.353 

8. Public Counsel agrees with Staff’s calculation of the prepaid pension 

asset, with the exception that it believes Laclede’s contributions in excess of the 
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minimum required by ERISA should not be included in rate base.  Public Counsel 

argues that LAC has overstated its ERISA minimums and, therefore, should not be 

allowed to use an exception in a previous stipulation and agreement to over-contribute 

to the pension asset.  Thus, Public Counsel recommends a reduction in the value of the 

prepaid pension asset of approximately $54 million.354 

9. Public Counsel’s witness admitted that his calculations of the contributions 

in excess of ERISA minimums were possibly overstated.355 

10. LAC has a collective bargaining agreement with its Union employees that 

it will offer those employees the option of a lump sum payment at retirement.356 

11. LAC has made contributions in excess of ERISA minimums.  These 

contributions were made to avoid benefit restrictions of the Pension Protection Act and 

to avoid variable premiums of PBGC.357 

Conclusions of Law 

A. Paragraph 7 of the Commission-approved Stipulation and Agreement from 

LAC's rate case, Case No. GR-2013-0171, states that LAC shall be allowed rate 

recovery for contributions it will make to avoid benefit restrictions specified by the 

Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA).358 LAC contributed funds sufficient to avoid the 

restrictions outlined in the PPA. 

B. Additionally, the Commission-approved Stipulation and Agreement in 

LAC’s rate case, Case No. GR-2013-0171, also states that LAC can include in the 
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pension asset contributions in excess of ERISA minimums as they were made to avoid 

variable premiums from the PBGC.359 

C. One benefit restriction is the inability to offer a lump sum payment option 

to retirees.  In order to avoid this restriction, the pension fund has to be funded by at 

least 80 percent of ERISA minimums.360 

Decision 

 The Commission was persuaded by Staff’s thoughtful and logical review of the 

supporting testimony from the period at issue as set out in the findings above.  That 

testimony shows that parties were using a cash contribution method, and not FAS 87 

or FAS 88 accrual accounting for ratemaking purposes. The Commission finds the 

sworn testimony of LAC and Staff witnesses that were knowledgeable of the issue 

during the era in question to be more persuasive than the conclusions drawn by LAC 

more than 20 years later.   

 Further, Public Counsel’s evidence quantifying excess contributions was not 

reliable.  Therefore, the Commission denies Public Counsel’s adjustment for pension 

contributions over the ERISA minimums.   

 After reviewing the evidence, the Commission determines that the amount of 

MGE’s pension liability is $28.4 million.361  The Commission further determines that the 

appropriate amount of the LAC prepaid pension asset is approximately $131.4 million 

as set out by Staff.362   
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C. How should the pension regulatory assets be amortized?  

Findings of Fact 

1. Staff recommended an eight-year amortization of the prepaid pension 

asset while the company originally proposed a ten-year amortization.   

2. LAC indicated that it was not opposed to Staff’s proposal.363   

3. Public Counsel originally proposed a twenty-year amortization364 but has 

since agreed to the eight-year amortization as well.365   

4. Thus, the only parties to file testimony on this issue agree to an eight-year 

amortization period. 

Conclusions of Law 

 The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

 

Decision 

The parties filing testimony on this issue have reached consensus that the 

prepaid pension asset should be amortized over eight years.  The Commission finds 

that eight years is a reasonable amount of time to amortize the pension regulatory 

asset.   
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D. What is the appropriate amount of SERP expense to include in base 
rates? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. The Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan (SERP) is an employee 

benefit fund for highly compensated employees and employees that defer a portion of 

their income as set out by Section 415 of the Internal Revenue Code.366 

2. SERP applies to executives and non-executive employees of Spire 

Missouri.367 

3. Staff has calculated the SERP expense as $468,731 based on a three-

year average.368  Spire Missouri is in agreement with that amount.369 

4. Public Counsel’s position is that a normalized annual SERP payment of 

$24,097 is the appropriate amount to include for SERP expense.370 

5. Public Counsel argued that lump sum payments are erratic, nonrecurring, 

and difficult to predict and thus are not known and measurable.371 

6. Upon retirement, Spire employees receiving SERP have the option of an 

annuity or a lump sum SERP payment.  With only one or two exceptions, most 

employees choose the lump sum payment.372   

7. Staff examined actual historical data for SERP payments from 2010 

through 2016.  The historical data shows that lump sum payments can be reasonably 

expected to recur.373   
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8. Staff excluded one lump sum payment from its averages because this 

SERP payment was for the departure of a CEO and was unusually large.  The 

departure of a CEO, and thus, a payment this large, is not expected to recur.374 

9. Further, when a historical average is used, with the exclusion of any 

special anomalies, the size of lump sum SERP payments is not volatile.375 

10. Lump sum SERP payments for Spire Missouri are known and measurable. 

Conclusions of Law 

A. The Missouri Court of Appeals has stated: 

the criteria used to determine whether a post-year event should be 
included in the analysis of the test year is whether the proposed 
adjustment is (1) ‘known and measurable,’ (2) promotes the proper 
relationship of investment, revenues and expenses, and (3) is 
representative of the conditions anticipated during the time the rates will 
be in effect.376 

 
Decision 

Historical data shows that with regard to Spire Missouri’s SERP expense, lump-

sum payments can be reasonably expected to recur.  In fact, with only a few exceptions, 

retiring employees opt to receive their SERP benefits by a lump sum payment instead of 

by annuity.   Further, when considering the historical averages, and excluding the one 

anomaly of an especially high payment, the size of the lump sum SERP payments is not 

volatile and is known and measurable. The Commission finds that the appropriate 

amount of SERP expense is $468,731 as calculated by Staff.   
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E. Should SERP payments be capitalized to plant accounts? 

Findings of Fact 
 

1. Public Counsel recommends an adjustment of $461,279 from plant-in-

service to remove what it believes are capitalized SERP payments from the test year.377   

2. Public Counsel argues that because SERP is accounted for on a pay-as-

you-go accounting method and not an accrual method, it does not have any service cost 

component; and, it is inappropriate to capitalize any portion of SERP expense.378 

3. Spire accounts for its SERP plan under Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles (GAAP), Financial Accounting Standards (FAS 87) for financial reporting.379 

4. FAS 87 allows for the capitalization of the service cost component of FAS 

87 SERP expense.380 

5. A service cost is the amount of cost that is booked in the current rate 

period for obligations that will be paid in future periods.381 

6. Spire capitalizes its accrued SERP costs in accordance with the Uniform 

System of Accounts (USOA) and in accordance FAS 87.  No payments are being 

capitalized.382 

Conclusions of Law 
 

A. Investor-owned natural gas utilities under this Commission’s jurisdiction 

are obligated to use the Uniform System of Accounts (USOA) prescribed by the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).383 
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B. This Commission has authorized the use of FAS 87 for Laclede Gas 

Company and MGE and the recording of costs associated with company sponsored 

employee pension plans for ratemaking purposes.384  FAS 87 allows for the 

capitalization of the service cost component of FAS 87 SERP expense.385 

Decision 
 
 All the parties agree that SERP payments should not be capitalized.  Further, 

Spire Missouri is not capitalizing payments made to employees under its SERP.  

However, Spire Missouri is capitalizing some SERP expense.  Spire Missouri must 

recognize, as SERP expense for accounting purposes, a portion of those future SERP 

payments for each year of the current employee’s expected service.  This is the 

“accrued service cost” relating to SERP expense.  Accrued service cost for SERP 

expense is appropriately capitalized under current FAS.   The Commission determines 

that the adjustment requested by Public Counsel is not appropriate. 

 

F. Should the prepaid pension asset be funded through the weighted cost 
of capital or long-term debt? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. Public Counsel argues that a prepaid pension asset is similar to a long-

term debt obligation and should not be considered to be funded by equity from 
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shareholders.  Because of this, Public Counsel argues that the pension asset should be 

funded at the cost of Spire Missouri’s long-term debt.386 

2. The prepaid pension asset represents a sum that investors have 

advanced that has not yet been paid by customers.387  

3. Cash is fungible and attempting to earmark a funding source to specific 

assets within the same organizational structure is nothing more than optics - ultimately, 

all long-term financing (both debt and equity) will be used to fund all long-term assets, 

pensions or otherwise.388 

4. Since 2002, through at least the last five rate cases for LAC, the prepaid 

pension asset has been included in rate base at the normal weighted average cost of 

capital.389  

5. Staff accounted for the prepaid pension asset with a weighted cost of 

capital in its accounting schedules.390   

Conclusions of Law 

 The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

Decision 

 The prepaid pension asset represents a sum that investors have advanced that 

has not yet been paid by customers.  Cash is fungible and it is not easy or appropriate 

to pull one type of long-term asset out and assign it a particular funding source.  The 

Commission determines that like other assets, the prepaid pension asset is 
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appropriately included in rate base and is properly funded at the normal weighted 

average cost of capital.   

 

XIII. Income Taxes  

 In addition to the accumulated deferred income tax presented by the parties at 

the hearing, the Commission has additionally considered the effects of the Tax Cuts 

and Jobs Act (TCJA).391 

A. What is the appropriate amount of accumulated deferred income tax to 
include for LAC and MGE? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. Deferred income taxes arise from temporary differences between the book 

and tax treatment of an item of income or expense. Thus, the deferred tax reserve is a 

net prepayment of income taxes by each company’s customers prior to the time actual 

payment to the taxing authority is made.392 

2. Under well-established regulatory principles, deferred taxes are treated as 

a reduction to rate base so ratepayers do not pay a return on funds provided to the 

utility at no cost.393   

3. Staff and Spire Missouri have agreed that the statutory income tax rate of 

38.3886 percent is the appropriate rate to apply in determining accumulated deferred 

income tax (ADIT) prior to the TCJA.  They also indicated that their differences in 

determining the amount of ADIT would be resolved with the Commission’s Report and 
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Order.394 

4. Public Counsel argued that the Commission should include $54.3 million 

of “FIN 48 liability” in ADIT.395   

5. FIN 48 liability stems from uncertain tax positions in open tax years.  Open 

tax years are years in which the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) may still audit the 

company’s tax filings and could potentially rule against the company’s position causing 

it to owe more taxes.  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) allows the 

company to record only the portion of the tax liability on which the company expects to 

prevail as a deferred tax.  The FIN 48 liability is the remaining portion that the company 

expects to have to pay.  If the FIN 48 liability were included in ADIT, it would have the 

effect of decreasing revenue requirement by $5 million.396  

 

Conclusions of Law 

A. The Commission has previously decided against including FIN 48 liability 

in ADIT, determining that both ratepayers and shareholders benefit when a company 

takes uncertain tax positions with the IRS, because paying less income tax benefits the 

shareholders with increased revenues and the ratepayers with reduced tax expense.397 

The Commission found in that case that the best way to encourage the company to 

pursue uncertain tax positions was to treat the company fairly in the regulatory process 

by excluding from ADIT the FIN 48 liability, which the company expects to have to pay. 
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 Staff’s Notice, (filed January 30, 2018), p. 1.  
395
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 In the Matter of Union Electric Company, d/b/a AmerenUE’s Tariffs to Increase Its Annual Revenues 
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Decision 

 Staff and Spire Missouri agree that the $54.3 million of FIN 48 liability should be 

excluded from ADIT.  Public Counsel argues that it should be included.  As previously 

found by the Commission, both ratepayers and shareholders benefit when the company 

takes an uncertain tax position with the IRS, because saving money on taxes benefits 

the company’s bottom line and it also reduces the amount of tax expense for the 

ratepayers.  As in File No. ER-2008-0318, the Commission determines that the best 

way to encourage the company to pursue these tax savings, and thus ultimately benefit 

both shareholders and ratepayers, is to exclude the FIN 48 liability from ADIT.  The 

Commission finds the FIN 48 liability shall be excluded from consideration in the 

deferred taxes account. 

  
B. What specific adjustments would be needed to include in rates any 

change in cost of service as a result of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act for 
each of Spire’s operating units? 

 
Findings of Fact 

 
1. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) was signed into law on December 22, 

2017, and will greatly reduce the amount of income taxes paid by Spire Missouri. 

2. There has been no similar tax reform since 1986, and nothing similar is 

likely to happen again in the near future.   

3. Beginning January 1, 2018, the TCJA will cause a significant (millions of 

dollars) reduction in income tax expense for Spire Missouri by reducing the federal 

corporate income tax applicable to Spire Missouri from 35 percent to 21 percent with 
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the effective composite federal and Missouri state tax rate being reduced from 38.3886 

percent to 25.4483 percent. 398   

4. A reduction in Spire Missouri’s federal corporate tax expense in revenue 

requirement due to the effects of the TCJA would reduce rates and save ratepayers 

millions of dollars annually.399 

5. The effects of the reduced federal corporate tax expense can be 

calculated with great accuracy.400 

6. The current accumulated deferred income tax reserve was deferred at a 

35 percent corporate tax rate, but because of the reduction of the corporate tax rate by 

the TCJA, the reserve is overstated and will need to be flowed back to ratepayers.401 

7. Spire Missouri is unique among large investor-owned utilities in Missouri 

in that it was before the Commission in the late stages of a rate proceeding when the 

TCJA became law and took effect.  No other investor-owned utility in the state has the 

ability to reflect the tax changes in rates so quickly. 

8. Spire Missouri has generally filed a rate case every four years.402 

9. Not all of the effects of the TCJA are known as the Internal Revenue 

Service (IRS) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) have not yet 

issued guidance or promulgated rules on the implementation of the TCJA.403 
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10. The test year is a historic period in which revenues, expenses, and 

investment is measured, to serve as a foundational guide to set rates for a utility going 

forward.404 

11. The test year in this case was set as the 12 months ending 

December 31, 2016, updated through June 30, 2017, and trued-up through 

September 30, 2017.405 

12. The “matching principle” in the context of setting rates is the concept that 

a utility’s revenues, expenses, rate base, and cost of capital are matched to each 

other during a generally consistent period such as the test year.406 

13. If all the effects of the TCJA, including reduced income tax expense, are 

deferred under a regulatory liability until Spire Missouri’s next rate case, the balance in 

that account will likely reach over $100 million, an unusually large regulatory 

liability.407  This means that ratepayers would have been overpaying income tax 

expenses until the next rate case and would not start receiving the benefits of the 

income tax reduction set out in the TCJA for possibly as long as four years.408  This is 

not a just and reasonable result. 

14. Staff’s recommendation on this issue is that the financial benefits of the 

TCJA should be returned to the ratepayers in this rate proceeding and any effects that 

are not able to be put into rates immediately should be tracked so they may be flowed 

back to the ratepayers or the utility in a later proceeding.409     
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15. Staff’s witness Lisa Ferguson’s method of estimating the change in the 

ADIT was clear and concise.410  Ms. Ferguson based her calculation on the difference 

between the former composite tax rate of 38.3886 percent and the new effective 

composite tax rate of 25.4483 percent to determine the reduction to ADIT.411  

Ms. Ferguson also explained that she applied a 50/50 split between the “protected” and 

“unprotected” ADIT applying a 20-year amortization to protected ADIT and a 10-year 

amortization to unprotected ADIT.412  

16. The amount of reduction to ADIT can be reasonably estimated as done by 

Staff’s witness Ms. Ferguson.  That estimate of the reduction to ADIT was $11.5 million 

(a $10.7 million reduction for LAC and an $815,000 reduction for MGE).413   

17. MIEC witness Greg Meyer also reached a similar estimate for the income 

tax expense and ADIT reductions and used nearly identical methodology. 414 

18. Actual property tax expense paid in 2017 is also now known and 

measurable even though it falls outside the test year.  That amount is an approximate 

$1.4 million increase.415 

19. Property tax for 2018 is expected to increase but is not yet known and 

measurable because taxing authorities have not yet set the tax rates or set the 

assessed values and those taxes will not be assessed until later in 2018.416 

 
Conclusions of Law 

 
A. On December 22, 2017, the President of the United States signed into 
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law the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act417 which amends the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.  

Specifically, sections of the Internal Revenue Code are amended dealing with the 

income tax rate that Spire Missouri will be required to pay on its revenues earned 

beginning January 1, 2018. 

B. In setting just and reasonable rates, the Commission considers all 

relevant factors.418 

Decision 

 The TCJA is the first major tax reform in the United States since 1986.  As such, 

it will have a material effect on investor-owned public utilities and their ratepayers, 

including Spire Missouri, which is currently before this Commission for a rate case.  A 

rate case is the only opportunity for the Commission to consider all factors surrounding 

the determination of just and reasonable rates that will allow the company an 

opportunity for a reasonable return on its investment.  Because of this, the Commission 

cannot ignore the consequences of this extraordinary event. 

 Because of this major change in one of the factors the Commission considers in 

setting just and reasonable rates, the Commission requested information from the 

parties regarding the best and most fair way to incorporate the effects of the TCJA into 

the rates of Spire Missouri.  By incorporating the TCJA in these rates, ratepayers will 

begin to see benefits of the TCJA almost immediately rather than waiting another three 

to four years until Spire Missouri files its next rate case.  Additionally, by addressing 

these tax implications now, the potential for Spire Missouri to over-earn is also 

lessened.  Addressing the TCJA implications in the current rate case is complicated by 
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the past test year method of determining just and reasonable rates and by the late stage 

of the rate case process at which the law was passed.  The Commission, however, finds 

it is necessary to address the TCJA in the current case in order to set just and 

reasonable rates. 

 At the hearing on this particular issue, the evidence was clear that effective 

January 1, 2018, Spire Missouri’s basic federal corporate income tax rate will be 

reduced from 35 percent to 21 percent, with the effective composite federal and 

Missouri state tax rate being reduced from 38.3886 percent to 25.4483 percent.419  

Beginning January 1, 2018, this change will reduce income tax expense, which in turn if 

considered in rates, will reduce Spire Missouri’s revenue requirement by millions of 

dollars and, therefore, would save ratepayers millions of dollars. While the specific 

income tax expense reduction cannot be calculated until the other decisions from this 

Report and Order are incorporated, it is a known and measurable expense.  The new 

federal corporate tax rate is set and can easily be included in the revenue requirement 

calculation once the Commission has made a final decision in this case.  Staff and 

MIEC calculated a very similar number in determining what the tax reduction might be if 

the Commission decided certain issues in a particular way.  There is no reason why, 

using this same methodology with the actual decisions of the Commission incorporated, 

the reduction in income tax expense cannot be calculated making this a known and 

measurable expense.   

Therefore, the Commission finds that based on the extraordinary event of the 

passage of the TCJA happening at the latter stages of this rate case, it is just and 

reasonable to reduce income tax expense in this case using the TCJA effective 
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composite income tax rate of 25.4483 percent.  Because these rates will not go into 

effect until near the end of March 2018, Spire Missouri’s shareholders will receive the 

benefits of the lag and will maintain any previously collected taxes for the first quarter of 

2018 with ratepayers seeing the benefits of reduced rates upon the effective date of the 

compliance tariffs.  

 The Commission further recognizes that not all of the effects of the TCJA are 

known at this time. The IRS has yet to promulgate rules or issue guidance on all the 

aspects of the TCJA. Therefore, the Commission will order that a tracker be established 

to account for any other effects (either over- or under-collection in rates) of the TCJA 

not captured by the current reduction in income tax expense for possible inclusion in 

rates at Spire Missouri’s next rate case. 

 One additional consequence of the TCJA is its effect on ADIT.  The parties 

presented evidence regarding the estimated effects, but because of the complex nature 

of deferred income taxes and the potential effect on cash flows to the company if the 

flow back of excess ADIT is not done correctly, this calculation as presented to the 

Commission still remains an estimate.  The estimates of the percentage of “protected” 

versus “unprotected” ADIT and the lack of evidence surrounding the appropriate 

amortization periods for each category, convinces the Commission that effects of the 

TCJA on ADIT are not sufficiently know and measurable to include in the current rate 

case with any certainty beyond an estimate.   

However, Spire Missouri and Staff indicated that they will be able to determine, 

based on the former composite tax rate of 38.3886 percent and the new effective 

composite tax rate of 25.4483 percent, an appropriate estimated amount to set as a 
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reduction to ADIT.420  That amount calculated by Staff’s witness Lisa Ferguson is $11.5 

million (a $10.7 million reduction for LAC and as $815,000 reduction for MGE).  As part 

of its calculation, Staff applied a 50/50 split between the “protected” and “unprotected” 

ADIT applying a 20-year amortization to protected ADIT and a 10-year amortization to 

unprotected ADIT.   

The Commission orders that the ADIT amount for purposes of rates in this case 

shall be reduced by $11.5 million.  Additionally, the Commission orders that a tracker be 

established to defer any amounts in excess ADIT over or under the $11.5 million 

amount refunded in rates, from the effective date of rates resulting from this case, 

forward, for possible inclusion in a later rate case.  Further, the determination of the 

actual split between protected and unprotected ADIT and the appropriate amortization 

periods will be determined in Spire Missouri’s next rate case. 

 Finally, one of Spire Missouri’s arguments against including the effects of the 

TCJA in the present case was that it was unfair to the company to not also include 

certain property taxes that also fall outside of the test year.  Having considered these 

arguments the Commission agrees that actual property tax expense paid in 2017 is now 

known and measurable even though it falls outside the test year.  And, coupled with the 

extraordinary event of decreased income tax expense it would not be just to exclude 

these know and measurable taxes (approximately $1.4 million) from increasing property 

tax expense.  Therefore, as an offset to the reduction in current income tax expense, 

the Commission will include the 2017 property taxes as an expense for the new rates.  

However, as 2018 property taxes are still not known and measurable, the Commission 

will also establish a tracker to account for any amounts of property tax expense over or 
                                                
420
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under the amounts set out in rates for possible inclusion in Spire Missouri’s next rate 

proceeding. 

 

XIV. Incentive Compensation for Employees 

 The Commission presents  the issues related to incentive compensation in a 

different order than set out in the parties’ issues list. 

A. Earnings Based Incentive Compensation – Should LAC and MGE be 
permitted to include earnings based and/or equity based employee 
incentive compensation amounts in base rates? 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. Earnings based incentives are usually incentives based on financial 

metrics such as, net income, return on equity, and increases in stock prices. These 

components of an incentive compensation plan focus utility management on maximizing 

net income. They also provide motivation to utility management to request rate 

increases that are higher than needed to earn a reasonable return.421  

2. Earnings based incentive compensation primarily benefits shareholders.422 

3. All employees of LAC and MGE are eligible for annual bonuses under 

Spire Missouri’s Annual Incentive Plans (AIP).423  This incentive compensation plan 

provides an annual cash payout to eligible union and nonunion participants based on 

four components, each component with its own objectives: corporate performance, 

business unit performance, individual performance, and team unit performance.424 
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4. Under the AIP, corporate performance and business unit performance are 

measured with financial metrics and net economic earnings per share (NEEPS) and 

operating income, respectively.  Payouts under these two components are applicable to 

all employees.425 

5. Corporate based earnings provide an incentive for management to focus 

on the non-Missouri regulated portions of the overall corporate structure which could be 

detrimental due to reduced focus on Missouri ratepayers.426 

6. The Commission has previously determined that compensation based on 

corporate earnings is focused on shareholder wealth maximization and should be 

assigned to the shareholders.427  

7. The Commission has a long history of removing earnings based employee 

compensation from rates.  Examples of cases in which the Commission decided against 

allowing incentive compensation tied to financial benchmarks include:  EC-87-114, 

Union Electric; TC-89-14, Southwestern Bell; TC-93-224, Southwestern Bell; GR-96-

285, Missouri Gas Energy; GR-2004-0209, Missouri Gas Energy; ER-2006-0314, 

Kansas City Power & Light; and ER-2007-0291, Kansas City Power & Light.428  

8. An incentive to maximize earnings could compromise service to 

ratepayers by reducing costs that are related to the quality of service. Corporate based 

earnings incentives provide an incentive for management to focus on the non-Missouri 

regulated portions of the overall corporate structure (including non-regulated business 
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segments and out-of-state utilities), which could be detrimental to Missouri-regulated 

ratepayers.429 

9. Spire Missouri admits that earnings based incentive compensation, in the 

form of stock, is meant to align the interests of its directors, officers, and employees with 

the interests of the shareholders.430 

10. Any metric based on earnings per share is also based on the performance 

of all of Spire Inc.’s subsidiaries and non-Missouri regulated activities, because Spire 

Inc. is the only entity that has shares outstanding.431 

11. Individual goals of certain executives were based on Spire Inc.’s 

achievement of earnings per share and for meeting Spire Inc.’s growth objectives.432 A 

number of the metrics set out were also tied to the performance of Spire’s Alabama and 

Mississippi operations.433 

12. Spire Missouri’s incentive based compensation for directors and 

executives is based entirely on financial metrics.434 For other Spire Missouri employees, 

50 percent of incentive compensation is attributed to financial metrics and 50 percent is 

attributed to other metrics assigned to that employee.435  Public Counsel does not 

support the inclusion of incentive compensation payments based on earning metrics 

such as net income, earnings per share, or stock appreciation.  Public Counsel also 
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does not support the inclusion of any short-term compensation based on incentives that 

do not directly benefit utility customers.436 

13. The third component of the AIP, individual performance, is applicable only 

to nonunion employees. The fourth component, team unit performance, is applicable 

only to union employees.437  These components of the AIP are addressed elsewhere in 

this order. 

Conclusions of Law 

A. Traditionally, the Commission has not allowed the recovery of incentive 

compensation tied to financial metrics in rates because “[t]hose financial incentives seek 

to reward the company’s employees for making their best efforts to improve the 

company’s bottom line.  Improvements to the company’s bottom line chiefly benefit the 

company’s shareholders, not its ratepayers.  Indeed some actions that might benefit a 

company’s bottom line, such as a large rate increase, or the elimination of customer 

service personnel, might have an adverse effect on ratepayers.”438 

B. The Commission’s historical decisions are represented in its Report and 

Order in KCPL's rate case in File No. ER-2007-0291. Beginning on page 49 of that 

Report and Order the Commission said: 

KCPL has the right to tie compensation to [earnings per share]. However, 
because maximizing [earnings per share] could compromise service to 
ratepayers, such as by reducing maintenance, the ratepayers should not 
have to bear that expense. What is more, because KCPL is owned by 
Great Plains Energy, Inc., and because GPE has an unregulated asset, 
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Strategic Energy L.L.C., KCPL could achieve a high [earnings per share] 
by ignoring its Missouri ratepayers in favor of devoting its resources to 
Strategic Energy. Even KCPL admits it is hard to prove a relationship 
between earnings per share and customer benefits. Nevertheless, if the 
method KCPL chooses to compensate employees shows no tangible 
benefit to Missouri ratepayers, then those costs should be borne by 
shareholders, and not included in cost of service. [footnotes omitted] 

 

C. Subsection 393.150.2, RSMo, provides that Spire Missouri has “the 

burden of proof to show that the…proposed increased rate is just and reasonable…” 

Decision 

 The Commission has traditionally not allowed earnings based or equity based 

compensation to be recovered in rates because such incentives are primarily for the 

benefit of shareholders and not for the benefit of the ratepayers. As the Commission 

has said in the past, incentivizing employees to improve the company’s bottom line 

aligns the employee interests with the shareholders and not with the ratepayers. 

Aligning interests in this way can negatively affect ratepayers.  The evidence in this 

case shows that Spire Missouri’s nonunion employees’ incentive compensation plan is 

made up of 50 percent financial metrics. Additionally, the executive and director 

incentive compensation is 100 percent based on financial metrics.   

The Commission finds that Spire Missouri’s earning based and equity based 

incentive compensation is primarily for the benefit of the shareholders and not for the 

benefit of the ratepayers. Therefore, the Commission determines that Spire Missouri 

has not met its burden of proving that its proposed increase in rates for earnings based 

and equity based incentive compensation plans is just and reasonable.  Spire Missouri 

shall not recover earnings based or equity based employee incentive compensation 

amounts in rates.   
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B. What criteria should be applied to determine appropriate levels of 
employee incentive compensation?  

 
Findings of Fact 

 
1. As stated above, for nonunion, nonexecutive Spire Missouri employees, 

50 percent of incentive compensation is attributed to financial metrics, but 50 percent is 

attributed to individual performance metrics assigned to that employee.439 

2. Spire Missouri’s individual performance component of its incentive 

compensation plan is not based on financial metrics, but rather is based on service and 

operational metrics.440 

3. An incentive compensation plan can motivate performance of employees 

to the benefit of ratepayers.441 

4. An incentive compensation plan can also be a recruitment and retention 

tool allowing Spire Missouri to retain and motivate talented employees, which is also of 

benefit to the ratepayers.442 

5. Most publicly-traded companies the size of Spire Missouri offer an 

incentive compensation plan.443 

6. Staff used five standards that had been previously articulated by the 

Commission to evaluate the nonunion employee incentive compensation component of 

Spire’s AIP.  Those standards were:  1) does the goal provide the employee an 

incentive to perform at a level above what is already required for the applicable job; 2) 

does a goal require improvement over past performance; 3) is the goal objective and 
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measurable; 4) was the goal related to Missouri regulated operations; and 5) was the 

goal, if achieved, directly linked to overall ratepayer benefit.444 

7. For the union employees, the incentive compensation plan establishes 

team goals.  A majority of those team goals are customer-oriented, such as average call 

handle time, call abandonment rate, leak response time, etc.445 

Conclusions of Law 
 

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 
 

Decision 
 

Staff used the five standards previously articulated by the Commission for evaluating 

the nonunion employee individual performance metrics for incentive compensation. 

The Commission has previously used these criteria in determining whether to allow 

incentive based compensation and finds that those criteria are generally appropriate to 

evaluate employee incentive compensation plans. However, in this case, the 

Commission was not persuaded by Staff’s  evaluations of the specific individual 

performance metrics that the non-earnings and non-equity based portion of the 

incentive compensation plan was inadequate to encourage and motivate employees 

to the benefit of the ratepayers. Therefore, the Commission finds that the individual 

performance component (50 percent of the nonunion, nonexecutive and director 

incentive compensation) of Spire Missouri’s employee incentive compensation plan 

encourages, motivates, and retains talented employees to the benefit of ratepayers 

and should be included in revenue requirement.  
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C. What is the appropriate amount of employee incentive compensation to 
include in base rates? 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. Spire Missouri’s overall incentive compensation package for nonunion 

employees is heavily weighted toward financial metrics, and contains individual metrics 

that are vague, not designed to incent an employee to perform at a level higher than 

what is required for their base salary, and are not linked to ratepayer benefit.446 

2. There is no opposition to including incentive compensation for union 

employees as this is the result of a collective bargaining agreement.447 

3. The Staff recommended a total reduction to Spire Missouri’s revenue 

requirement of $4.8 million for non-union employee incentive compensation.448 

4. The Commission has determined in this Report & Order that Spire 

Missouri’s incentive compensation program expense should be disallowed. 

Conclusions of Law 

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

Decision 

 The Commission has determined that 50 percent (the earnings based and equity 

based portions) of Spire Missouri’s nonunion, non-executive or director employee 

incentive compensation plans should be disallowed from rates. Further, the executive 

and director incentive compensation plan, which is 100 percent earnings and equity 

based, shall also be disallowed.  Incentive compensation for union employees, 

however, is appropriately included in rates because this is the result of collectively 
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bargaining agreements.  Therefore, Spire Missouri’s proposed revenue requirement 

shall be reduced by 100 percent of the executive and director’s incentive compensation 

plan and 50 percent of the other nonunion employee incentive compensation plan. 

 

D. Should LAC and MGE be permitted to capitalize earnings based and 
equity based employee incentive compensation amounts in base rates? 

 
Findings of Fact 

 
1. The Commission previously determined that earnings based and equity 

based incentive compensation should not be recovered in rates. 

2. Utilities typically capitalize a portion of their incentive compensation 

costs.449 

3. Staff proposes to adjust base rates by removing the present value of the 

capitalized incentive compensation amounts from 2003 to present that it contends was 

inappropriately capitalized following past settled rate cases where the subject of 

incentive compensation was not litigated.450 

4. Every LAC rate case since 2003 has been resolved through settlement 

and neither the issue of incentive compensation nor the issue of incentive compensation 

capitalization were specifically addressed in any stipulation or litigation.451 

 
Conclusions of Law 

 
No additional conclusions of law are necessary for this issue. 
 
 
 
 

                                                
449

 Tr. 2731. 
450

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 104. 
451

 Ex. 263, Young Surrebuttal, p. 23; and Tr. 2731-2731. 
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Decision 
 
The Commission has decided above that earnings based and equity based 

incentive compensation should not be recovered in rates. Thus, that incentive 

compensation expense will not be included in rates and no part of the earnings based or 

incentive based compensation for the current case (back to the previous settlement) 

should be capitalized in rate base.  However, Staff has also proposed to remove from 

rate base the present value of incentive compensation that it contends  was 

inappropriately  capitalized by Spire Missouri following past settled rate cases where the 

subject of incentive compensation was not litigated.  The Commission finds that it is not 

appropriate to make this adjustment.  Because the stipulation and agreement settled all 

issues but did not specifically address the capitalization of incentive compensation, the 

Commission will not now reach back to that settled case and remove capital from rate 

base.  The Commission determines that no adjustment shall be made to remove the 

present value of any capitalized past incentive compensation. 

  
 

E. To the extent the Commission declines to include employee incentive 
compensation in rates, what adjustment should be made to base 
salaries paid to employees? 

 
Findings of Fact 

 
1. “[T]he company uses industry market data from surveys and other publicly 

available sources to help determine competitive compensation, both on the base and 

incentive level.”452 

2. Both Staff and Spire Missouri compare base salary to market base 

                                                
452

 Ex. 48, Mispagel Rebuttal, p. 6. 
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salary.453 

3. Spire Missouri also compares its incentive compensation to market based 

incentive compensation.454 

4. LAC’s and MGE’s actual payout for individual incentive compensation was 

approximately 13 percent above market compensation.455 

Conclusions of Law 

 The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

Decision 

Both Staff and Spire Missouri compare the base salary paid by Spire Missouri to 

market salaries.  Then Spire Missouri also compares incentive compensation to market 

incentive compensation.  Thus, base salary is not less than market base salary and 

there is no need for any upward adjustment.  Spire Missouri is free to compensate its 

employees in the manner it sees fit.  However, in order to include the earnings based 

and equity based incentive compensation into rates, Spire Missouri must show that it is 

just and reasonable for the ratepayers to pay.  The Commission determines Spire 

Missouri has not met its burden to show that any upward adjustment to base salaries is 

just and reasonable to include in rates.  Therefore, no adjustment in compensation 

expense shall be made due to the Commission disallowing portions of Spire Missouri’s 

incentive compensation plans expense. 

 

 

 

                                                
453

 Tr. 2720. 
454

 Tr. 2720. 
455

 Ex. 263, Young Surrebuttal, p. 28. 
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XV. Uncollectibles 

 
 What is the appropriate amount of bad debt to include in base rates? 
 

Findings of Fact 
 

1. In Spire Missouri’s Fiscal Year 2016, the company made a significant 

change to its write-off policy for both LAC and MGE.  LAC went from writing off bad debt 

(considering it uncollectible) in 180 days after disconnection to writing off bad debt in 

360 days after disconnection.  MGE went from writing off bad debt in 30-45 days after 

disconnection to writing off bad debt in 360 days after disconnection.  This change 

makes it difficult to compare the net uncollectible levels in 2016 (the test year) and 

those experienced prior to 2016.456   

2. Because of this difficulty, Staff calculated its bad debt expense level based 

on an “annualized/normalized level” of actual bad debt for the most current twelve-

months (the twelve months ending June 30, 2017).457 

3. Public Counsel recommended that bad debt expense be set at the level of 

the test year uncollectibles.458 

4. Spire Missouri calculated bad debt expense based on both a three-year 

average and on a five-year average and normalized the data due to the change in write-

off policy.459  

5. To normalize the bad debt expense for the change in write-off policy, Spire 

Missouri’s witness, Timothy Krick, generated a list of all customer balances that had 

write-off dates scheduled on or after October 1, 2017, and then subtracted 180 days or 

                                                
456

 Ex. 23, Krick Direct, pp. 3-5. 
457

 Ex. 205, Staff Report - Cost of Service, p. 136; and Ex. 253, McMellen Surrebuttal, pp. 2-3. 
458

 Ex. 403, Hyneman Direct, p. 41. 
459

 Ex. 24, Krick Rebuttal, pp. 9-10. 
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330 days for customers of LAC and MGE, respectively, to estimate when the customers 

would have systematically been written-off under the old policy.460 

6. The Commission finds that Spire Missouri’s normalization gives an 

accurate estimate of future bad debt expense. 

7. Fiscal years 2016 and 2017 were two of the warmest years on record for 

LAC and MGE.  Thus, write-offs for that time period would artificially be lower than other 

years.461 

8. A twelve-month period is not long enough to fairly represent bad debt 

write-off trends and to fairly project future expense.  An average over at least three 

years normalizes unusual variances that can occur in a shorter period such as twelve 

months.462 

9. A five-year average is an even better predictor of future write-offs.  A five-

year average includes more data points, which reduces the standard deviation in 

statistical terms.  Adding more data points helps to average out unusually warm and 

cold winters.463 

10. The five-year average bad debt for LAC is $8.3 million, and the five-year 

average bad debt for MGE is $4.5 million.464 

Conclusions of Law 

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

  

                                                
460

 Ex. 24, Krick Rebuttal, pp. 9-10, Schedule TWK-R1. 
461

 Tr. 975. 
462

 Ex. 24, Krick Rebuttal, p. 8. 
463

 Ex. 24, Krick Rebuttal, p. 9; and Tr. 966 and 976. 
464

 Tr. 966; and Ex. 24, Krick Rebuttal, Schedule TWK-R1.  
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Decision 

Both LAC and MGE had a change in write-off policy that makes comparing the 

data in the test year difficult.  However, looking at only a twelve-month period of bad 

debt expenses does not provide enough data to project trends in bad debt expense.  

The five-year normalized average calculated by Spire Missouri, on the other hand,  has 

sufficient data points to smooth out variations in bad debt.  The Commission finds that a 

five-year average is the most appropriate method to calculate the amount of bad debt to 

include in rates.  The Commission also finds that Spire Missouri’s normalization 

calculation provided an accurate estimate of future bad debt expense.  Thus, the 

Commission determines the appropriate amount of bad debt to include in rates are $8.3 

million for LAC, and $4.5 million for MGE as calculated by Mr. Krick.   

 

XVI. Performance Metrics 
 

A. Should a proceeding be implemented to evaluate and potentially 
implement a performance metrics mechanism? If yes, how should this 
be designed? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. Currently, neither LAC nor MGE have performance incentives based upon 

the achievement of any Commission-approved performance metrics.  Spire Missouri 

proposes the Commission establish a separate proceeding465 to consider incentivizing 

performance for Spire Missouri based on performance metrics in the areas of customer 

service, safety, and reliability, as well as other areas.466  This performance incentive 

                                                
465

 Ex. 8, Lobser Surrebuttal, p. 23.  
466

 Ex. 6, Lobser Direct, p.41. 
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would be independent of the revenue requirement in a subsequent rate case.467 

2. LAC already monitors a variety of service, safety, reliability, and other 

operational metrics.  LAC has previously provided those metrics to Staff.  Spire Missouri 

proposes using historic performance levels to establish an appropriate benchmark for 

future performance.468 

3. Spire Missouri believes that performance metrics align the interests of the 

shareholders with the customers by holding the company financially accountable for 

how well it serves customers.469 

4. In this rate case, Spire Missouri did not provide a specific program with 

specific performance metrics to be considered.  At this point, Spire Missouri is 

proposing that the Commission form a working group to develop a program with the 

following guidelines: 

  a. the total sum of any positive or negative financial adjustments 

associated with exceeding or falling below such performance metrics not 

exceed $2 million annually, after tax, across both business units (LAC and 

MGE); 

  b. that each performance metric have a range of acceptable annual 

performance that is reasonably achievable based on historical experience; 

  c. Spire Missouri report quarterly on results, toward an annual result; 

  d. any financial adjustments for each particular metric be equivalent in 

value and only be made for performance that falls outside the range 

                                                
467

 Ex. 6, Lobser Direct, p.42. 
468

 Ex. 6, Lobser Direct, p.41. 
469

 Initial Post-Hearing Brief of Laclede Gas Company and Missouri Gas Energy (filed January 9, 2018), 
p. 115-116. 
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established for he metric; and 

  e.  any financial adjustments be credited each year to a regulatory 

asset or liability, as applicable, subject to an annual review to confirm their 

accuracy: and the accumulated net value of such financial adjustments be 

tracked for return to or recovery from customers over a four-year period in 

Spire Missouri’s next rate case proceeding. 470 

5. Staff takes no formal position on whether a proceeding should be 

implemented to evaluate and potentially implement a performance metric mechanism. 

6. Public Counsel opposes implementing a proceeding to investigate 

performance mechanisms, indicating a lack of specific proposed metrics on the 

record.471 Public Counsel also opposes the formation of a working group that might 

merely be a platform for topics outside providing safe and reliable service at just and 

reasonable rates.472 

Conclusions of Law 

A. There is no statutory authorization or prohibition for the implementation of 

incentives related to performance metrics.   

Decision 

The Commission supports performance metrics and incentives but because 

none were proposed by Spire Missouri, it was not possible to build a record supporting 

such in this case. A separate docket after the case would not be helpful for setting 

metrics in this case because it would not be possible to use them to modify existing 

                                                
470

 Initial Post-Hearing Brief of Laclede Gas Company and Missouri Gas Energy (filed January 9, 2018), 
pp. 116-117. 
471

 Ex. 421, Marke Surrebuttal, p. 4. 
472

 Ex. 421, Marke Surrebuttal, pp. 18-19. 
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rates. The commission hopes the record in the next rate case is more developed on 

this issue, allowing the commission to fully consider implementation of such 

mechanism. Therefore, the Commission will not establish a working group or separate 

proceeding to explore performance metrics for Spire Missouri at this time. Spire 

Missouri is encouraged to bring a more complete proposal in its next rate case. 

 

XVII. Transition Costs 

Should LAC’s and MGE’s cost of service be adjusted to reflect the 
recognition of merger synergies through the test year? 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. One reason public utilities merge with and acquire one another is to 

benefit shareholders.473  Mergers and acquisitions cost money (“transition costs”) but 

increase efficiency (“merger synergies”).474 Merger synergies also reduce expenditures 

(“synergy savings”).475 

2. Sound ratemaking practice does not encourage or discourage public 

utilities from merging when such merger is discretionary.476  Rather, it maintains 

consistent ratemaking policy as to transition costs and synergy savings.477  No special 

accounting or ratemaking treatment is necessary for a public utility to benefit from 

synergy savings.478 

                                                
473

 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15-16. 
474

 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15-16. 
475

 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15-16. 
476

 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15-16. 
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 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15-16. 
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 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15. 
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3. Merger synergies may also benefit customers. Quantifying that benefit is 

possible,479  but it is subjective and extremely difficult, even for experts.480   

4. Spire Missouri’s predecessor Laclede Gas Company merged with 

Alagasco four years ago, and merged with EnergySouth one and one-half years ago, 

resulting in merger synergies.481  Because Laclede Gas Company, now Spire Missouri, 

has not had any change to its applicable tariffs since those mergers, Spire Missouri has 

retained all synergy benefits due to regulatory lag, while customer bills reflected no such 

benefit.  

Conclusions of Law 

A. Because Spire Missouri seeks an increase in rates for merger synergies, 

Spire Missouri has the burden to prove that such an increase is just and reasonable.482 

Decision 

Public utilities are largely motivated to merge with and acquire one another for 

purposes of benefitting shareholders. Shareholders benefit from these mergers because 

the synergy savings mean decreased expenses and increased profits.  While it is clear 

that such transactions can also present some incidental benefits for ratepayers, they are 

difficult to quantify. Rates for Spire Missouri have not changed since the mergers, so 

Spire Missouri shareholders and not ratepayers, through regulatory lag, have received 

the benefit of any synergy savings for four years since merging with Alagasco and one-

and-one-half years since merging with EnergySouth.  In this case, Spire Missouri 

presented insufficient credible evidence for the Commission to make a finding of the 

                                                
479

 Ex. 55, Stipulation and Agreement in Case No. GM-2013-0254. 
480

 Ex. 224, Oligschlaeger Rebuttal, p. 15. 
481

 Ex. 9, Lobser Surrebuttal p. 15. 
482

 Section 393.150.2, RSMo. The burden of proof does not shift. Been v. Jolly, 247 S.W.2d 840, 854 
(Mo. 1952). 
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exact savings achieved or of an amount that would be just and reasonable to include in 

rates.  Further, the Commission is not persuaded that it would be just and reasonable 

for Spire Missouri’s rates to continue to include the benefits of synergy savings that it 

has enjoyed for the last several years.  Because Spire Missouri has not met its burden 

of proof to show that increasing rates by an amount to include synergy savings on a 

going forward basis is just and reasonable, the Commission will not include synergy 

savings in rates.  

 

XVIII. Low Income Energy Assistance Program  
  
  

A. What is the appropriate funding level for each division?  
 
 

Findings of Fact 

1. On January 9, 2018, LAC and MGE, Staff, DE, and Consumers Council 

filed a Partial Stipulation and Agreement Regarding Low-Income Energy Affordability 

Program that has been approved in this order.  The only issue left for the Commission 

to resolve for the Low-Income Energy Affordability Program is the level of funding.483 

2. The current level of funding for LAC’s low-income energy affordability 

program is $600,000 annually, which LAC requests to maintain.484  

3. MGE does not currently have a low-income energy affordability program.  

MGE proposes to fund a new one at $500,000 annually.485  However, LAC and MGE 

                                                
483

 Partial Stipulation and Agreement Regarding Low-Income Energy Affordability Program (filed 
January 9, 2018), EFIS No. 512. 
484

 Ex. 18, Weitzel Surrebuttal, p. 26. 
485

 Ex. 17, Weitzel Rebuttal, p. 12. 
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are amenable to a moderately higher level of funding.486  

4. "Energy burden" is defined as the percentage of total income spent by a 

family on their utility bills. On average, Missouri low-income families spend 14 percent of 

their income on utilities and 30 percent on housing cost, while middle income families 

spend on average four percent of their income on utilities.  In the dense urban areas of 

the state, which are served by Spire Missouri, it is common to have families with energy 

burdens that exceed 30 percent of their income, not including other housing costs.487 

5. Low-income energy needs exceed $5 million in each service area.488 

6. The Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) is the 

federal fuel assistance program designed to help pay low-income heating and cooling 

bills.489  

7. Current LIHEAP funding is not adequate to meet the needs of low-income 

Missourians.  The gross LIHEAP allocation to Missouri was $65.7 million in 2016 and 

the number of average annual low-income heating and cooling bills "covered" by 

LIHEAP was 101,018.  In comparison, the gross LIHEAP allocation to Missouri in 2015 

reached $73 million and covered 92,403 average annual bills and ran out of money 

before the end of the previous heating season.490 

8. Consumers Council and DE proposed the programs be funded at $1 

million each for LAC and MGE service territories. 

9. Even though there is a great need for funding of low-income energy 

                                                
486

 Initial Post-Hearing Brief of Laclede Gas Company and Missouri Gas Energy (filed January 9, 2018), 
p. 122; see also Tr. 696 (in which Spire Missouri’s counsel stated Spire Missouri believes it needs to do 
all it can to help its most vulnerable customers maintain utility service).  
487

 Ex. 800, Hutchinson Direct, p. 4. 
488

 Ex. 800, Hutchinson Direct, pp. 5-6. 
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 Ex. 800, Hutchinson Direct, p. 5. 
490

 Ex. 800, Hutchinson Direct, p. 5. 
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assistance programs, LAC’s funds were not all distributed in years past.491  Because of 

this, Staff and Public Counsel oppose increasing funding for the program. 

10. The new program under the stipulation and agreement has been designed 

similar to a successful program, Ameren Missouri’s Keeping Current.  Additionally, the 

agreement provides that this program will be funded through a regulatory deferral so 

that any unused allocations will not be included in the revenue requirement. 

Conclusions of Law  

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

Decision 

The Commission finds that the energy burden low-income consumers face, 

combined with the LIHEAP funding decrease, requires a moderate increase of funding 

over what was proposed for LAC’s and MGE’s proposed low-income energy affordability 

programs.  However, it is not reasonable to fund these programs at the full level of need 

because ultimately, ratepayers will be paying for these programs.  The Commission 

determines that a 50 percent increase over the companies’ proposals is a reasonable 

increase.  Thus, the Commission orders these programs be funded at $900,000 for LAC 

and $750,000 for MGE. 
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 Ex. 501, Kohl Direct, pp. 7-8. 
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XIX. CHP 

A. Should LAC and MGE implement a CHP pilot program as proposed by   
Division of Energy? 

 

Findings of Fact 

1. Combined heat and power (CHP) refers to technologies that 

simultaneously generate electricity and use thermal energy from a single fuel source. 

This is accomplished by recovering the otherwise wasted heat from the electric 

generation process and using it to provide the thermal load for a building. CHP results in 

a total system efficiency of approximately 75 percent, compared with separate heat and 

power at approximately 50 percent.492 

2. Missouri has at least 21 CHP installations, including schools, colleges, 

universities, hospitals, hotels, government, agriculture, and chemical facilities.493  

3. DE has an interest in promoting the utilization of CHP technology to 

improve energy reliability and resiliency for critical infrastructure, such as hospitals, 

nursing homes, public water and wastewater treatment facilities, government facilities, 

emergency shelters, and data centers.494 

4. DE proposes that the Commission approve a CHP pilot program, whereby 

Spire Missouri would work with DE to encourage customers in Spire Missouri’s service 

area to adopt CHP technology. DE recommends that the Commission establish the 

following guidelines for the CHP pilot program: 

 Establish a definition of critical infrastructure that encompasses 

the range of CHP applications, from individual facilities (e.g., hospitals) to 

communities (e.g., hospital plus water and wastewater treatment facility, 

shelter, and grocery store). 

                                                
492

 Ex. 502, Epperson Direct, p. 4; and Ex. 214, Eubanks Rebuttal, p. 2. 
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 Ex. 502, Epperson Direct, p. 5-6; and Tr. 861-862. 
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 Authorize Spire Missouri to investigate and develop a proposed 

CHP pilot program to serve critical infrastructure, with a total program 

budget not to exceed $5.1 million for 10 projects and with each specific 

project proposed to be included in the program filed with the Commission 

for its approval within 60 days. 

 Allow Spire Missouri to track, and in the future seek recovery of, 

the cost of participating in the pilot program.  Such costs might include 

offsetting up to $10,000 of the cost of a project’s feasibility study following 

a positive initial screening conducted by CHP TAP identifying a customer 

as a good candidate for CHP, the cost of any contribution by Spire 

Missouri to a project’s installed cost (up to the lesser of $500,000 or 30 

percent of a project’s installed cost), and any buy-down on the rate of 

interest offered for financing of a project. 

 Allow Spire Missouri to extend the cost recovery periods (up to 

15 years) for customer repayments on the customer portion of the cost of 

natural gas line extensions and other natural gas facilities necessary to 

develop a CHP system. 

 Allow Spire Missouri to offer on-bill financing to assist potential 

CHP customers in funding the necessary capital improvements needed for 

CHP installation. 

 Spire Missouri should use a societal cost test to evaluate the 

potential benefits of critical infrastructure projects. Spire Missouri currently 

uses a societal cost test in evaluating custom rebates under its 

Commercial and Industrial Rebate Programs. 

 For projects jointly offered with electric utilities offering Missouri 

Energy Efficiency Investment Act (MEEIA) programs, the Commission 

should direct that the costs and benefits of CHP be symmetrically valued 

by developing a transparent and reproducible formula to reasonably 

allocate and assign the value of energy savings and project costs between 

natural gas and electric companies and customers. 

 Allow a potential CHP pilot program customer to participate in 

otherwise-applicable EDRs or Special Contract service rates.495 

 

5. DE’s proposal has the potential to affect the sales and revenues of electric 

utilities that are not participating as intervenors in this case.496 

6. DE’s proposal would allow Spire Missouri to recover costs associated with 

contributing to a project’s installed cost, which may be a prohibited promotional 

practice.497 
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7. MEEIA is a state statutory policy which is designed to encourage electric 

investor-owned utilities to offer and promote energy efficiency programs designed to 

reduce the amount of electricity used by the utility’s customers. Under MEEIA and with 

Commission approval,  electric  utilities  may  offer  demand-side  programs  and  

special  incentives  to participating customers. MEEIA does not apply to natural gas 

utilities, but DE’s proposed pilot program would be jointly offered by Spire Missouri and 

the electric utilities.498 

8. DE’s proposal does not include any specific recommendations or formulas 

relating to MEEIA, and does not discuss whether individual CHP can qualify as demand-

side programs under either the MEEIA statute or the Commission’s rules.499 

9. DE’s CHP pilot program proposal is still in the conceptual phase and does 

not state a time period for the program or how it would be evaluated. The proposal lacks 

specificity regarding on-bill financing, line extension policies, and interaction with 

MEEIA.500 

10. The $5.1 million recommended for DE’s pilot program would equate to an 

additional 25 percent beyond Staff’s total revenue requirement recommendation in direct 

testimony, subject to true-up.501 

Conclusions of Law 

The Commission makes no additional conclusions of law on this issue. 

Decision 

DE has proposed a pilot program with the stated goal of promoting CHP 
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technology to improve energy reliability and resiliency for critical infrastructure. The 

Commission supports that goal, but DE has not been persuasive that the $5.1 million 

pilot program as proposed should be approved and paid for by ratepayers.  The 

proposed pilot program lacks sufficient details, as it does not contain specific 

recommendations or formulas relating to MEEIA, does not state a time period for the 

program or how it would be evaluated, and lacks specificity regarding on-bill financing, 

line extension policies, and interaction with MEEIA.  This lack of detail does not allow 

the Commission to determine if and to what extent the pilot program may affect the 

sales and revenues of electric utilities that are not participating as intervenors in this 

case, may be a prohibited promotional practice, and may be inconsistent with MEEIA 

requirements.  For all these reasons, the Commission concludes that the CHP pilot 

program should not be approved as proposed by DE.  The Commission encourages the 

parties to continue discussions on how best to improve energy reliability and resiliency 

for critical infrastructure and submit more detailed recommendations in the future. 

 

XX. AMR Meters 

A. What is the appropriate amount to include in rates to account for 
expenses related to LAC’s purchase of automated meter reading (AMR) 
devices? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. Prior to July 1, 2017, LAC leased AMR devices from the company Landis 

& Gyr, who both owned and maintained the AMR devices.502  As part of the contract 

LAC was charged a meter read rate of $0.985 per meter, per month.503 
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2. Effective July 1, 2017, LAC purchased the AMR devices from Landis & 

Gyr for $16.6 million504 ($16,624,220 for the 700,262 already deployed meter interface 

units).505 

3. By purchasing the AMR devices LAC reduced the price per meter read 

from $0.98 to $0.24, which directly benefits ratepayers.506  Landis & Gyr still read the 

meters under contract with LAC at a rate of $0.24 per meter per month until June 30, 

2020, and at $0.30 per meter per month after that date.507 

4. Staff included in its calculated cost of service the $16,624,220 that LAC 

paid for the AMR devices.508  

5. The AMR devices are distinct from the meters they monitor.  Because of 

this, Staff recommends the establishment of Account No. 397.2 – AMR Devices.509 

6. The useful life of the AMR devices is 20 years based on battery life.  

However, LAC will be switching to a new system in 2020 with replacement of all AMR 

devices completed by 2024.  Thus, Staff recommends that the cost be amortized over a 

period of 7.5 years.510 

7. Public Counsel agrees that the AMR should be listed in a new plant sub-

account for the AMR meter interface units in Account 397.2 – AMR Devices.  OPC 

recommends a five percent depreciation rate based on the average service life of the 

asset.511 

8. Spire Missouri is also seeking to recover approximately $700,000 in rates 
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for maintenance expenses.  Though Landis & Gyr maintain the communications 

network and perform rudimentary maintenance on the devices, LAC is responsible for 

the cost of replacement of the devices and their batteries when they stop working or 

functioning properly.  Landis & Gyr is also responsible for maintenance which is built 

into the monthly service fee.512  Spire Missouri based its maintenance costs on a 

historic failure rate LAC has seen since the system was installed in 2005.513 

9. Spire Missouri estimates that when all maintenance, replacement, and 

property tax expenses are combined with the roughly $0.49 in depreciation and capital 

costs plus the $0.24 Landis & Gyr contract meter rate, the total cost per month of AMR 

devices is approximately $0.86.  This would result in a $0.12 per month reduction in 

cost for the ratepayer from the $0.98 meter read rate prior to July 1, 2017.514 

10. Staff opposes including $694,256 (approx. $700,000) as a maintenance 

expense, because Spire Missouri pays for device replacement (a capital cost) and not 

routine maintenance which is performed under the contract with Landis & Gyr.515  Spire 

Missouri will recover those replacement costs as plant in service at the next general rate 

proceeding.516 

Conclusions of Law 

A. Subsection 393.230.1, RSMo, empowers the Commission to ascertain 

valuation of property of any gas corporation. This would include the power to, 

“ascertain all new construction, extensions and additions to the property of every gas 
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corporation[.]” 

B. Subsection 393.240.2 RSMo, empowers the Commission by order to, “fix 

the proper and adequate rates of depreciation of the several classes of property of 

such corporation, person or public utility.” 

Decision 

Spire Missouri directly reduced the cost to ratepayers by choosing to purchase 

rather than continue to lease the AMR devices.  Spire Missouri asserts that savings to 

LAC’s customers will be around one million dollars a year.  This one million dollar 

amount is calculated with the assumption that after recoupment of any cost to acquire 

the AMR devices ($16.6 million), the company will be allowed to recoup approximately 

$700,000 in maintenance for the devices, and an estimated $400,000 in property taxes 

on the devices.517 

The Commission recognizes that Spire Missouri could have waited to purchase 

the assets until after the true-up period and have taken advantage of any regulatory lag 

to retain the savings for its shareholders.  Because this purchase occurred outside the 

test year but before September 30, 2017, it is appropriately a true-up issue.  Spire 

Missouri shall be allowed to recover the $16.6 million cost of the AMR devices.  Spire 

Missouri shall establish Account 397.2 – AMR Devices as a new plant sub-account.  

Additionally, because of the planned obsolescence of these devices, the Commission 

finds it is reasonable under these specific facts to authorize the amortization of these 

assets over 7.5 years.   

It is unclear from the record what, if any, maintenance expenses will be incurred 

by Spire Missouri with regard to the maintenance of the AMR devices given that Landis 
                                                
517

 A resolution of the property tax issue is set out below. 
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& Gyr are responsible for maintenance under the terms of the contract.  The 

Commission is of the opinion that any replacement of the AMR device or battery would 

not be maintenance, but is a capital expenditure that the company will have an 

opportunity to recoup in its next rate case.  However, because of the benefits to the 

ratepayers presented by this purchase and renegotiation of the AMR contract, and 

because of the uncertainty as to what actual maintenance expense Spire Missouri will 

incur related to the AMR devices, the Commission orders a maintenance tracker be 

established to ascertain Spire Missouri’s actual maintenance expense on the AMR 

devices not covered by the contract and not including replacement of the devices or 

their batteries for possible recovery in Spire Missouri’s next rate case. 

 

B. What is the appropriate amount to include in cost of service to account 
for property taxes related to the AMR devices? 

 
Findings of Fact 

1. As set out above, on July 1, 2017, LAC purchased AMR devices that it 

previously leased from Landis & Gyr for approximately $16.6 million.518  

2. Spire Missouri estimates that property taxes for 2018 and beyond will be 

$400,000 annually.519  Spire Missouri seeks to recover that amount in this case. 

3. Because the property was not purchased until July 2017, no property 

taxes would be assessed on the AMR devices until January 2018 and will not be due 

until December 31, 2018.   

4. Staff argues it is inappropriate to allow recovery of any amount for 

property taxes related to the purchase of the AMR devices as they are outside the test 
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year and true-up period and are not known and measurable.520 

 

Conclusions of Law 

A. Spire Missouri seeks to recover in rates approximately $400,000 that it 

estimates it will have to pay in property taxes annually on the AMR devices. The 

standard for if this amount can be recovered in rates in this rate case is whether the 

amount is known and measurable now.521 

 
Decision 

The Commission finds that the AMR property taxes will not be due to be paid 

until December 31, 2018.  Thus, these property taxes are beyond the test year and 

true-up period for this case.  Also, to include these property taxes in rates, they must be 

known and measurable; at this point, they are not. However, given the specific 

circumstances of this case set out below, including the inclusion of a large income tax 

reduction to expenses due to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) being incorporated in 

this case even though outside the test year and true-up period, the Commission 

determines that the property tax for AMR devices should be included in the property tax 

tracker set out elsewhere in this order.  Therefore, even though the property tax for the 

AMR devices will not be included in current rates, they will be tracked for potential 

recovery in LAC’s next rate case as discussed in further detail in the TCJA section of 

this order. 
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 Tr. 2586. 
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 In the Matter of Kansas City Power & Light Company’s Request for Authority to Implement A General 
Rate Increase for Electric Service, ER-2014-0370, 2015 WL 5244724, at *71 (Sept. 2, 2015). State ex rel. 
GTE North, Inc. v. Missouri Public Service Commission, 835 S.W. 2d 356, 368 (Mo App. 1992). 
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THE COMMISSION ORDERS THAT: 

1. The tariff sheets filed by Spire Missouri Inc., then known as Laclede Gas 

Company, on April 11, 2017, and assigned tariff number YG-2017-0195, are rejected.   

2. The tariff sheets filed by Spire Missouri Inc., then known as Laclede Gas 

Company, on April 11, 2017, and assigned tariff number YG-2017-0196, are rejected. 

3. Spire Missouri Inc. is authorized to file tariffs for its Spire Missouri East 

and Spire Missouri West divisions sufficient to recover revenues as determined by the 

Commission in this order.    

4. The non-unanimous Partial Stipulation and Agreement filed on 

December 13, 2017 is approved. 

5. The Partial Non-unanimous Stipulation and Agreement filed on 

December 20, 2017, is approved. 

6. The Non-Unanimous Stipulation Regarding Revenue Allocation and Non-

Residential Rate Design, filed on December 20, 2017, is approved. 

7. The non-unanimous Partial Stipulation and Agreement Regarding Low 

Income Energy Affordability Program filed January 9, 2018, is approved. 

8. The parties shall comply with the terms of the above-approved stipulation 

and agreement.   

9. The complaint filed by the Office of the Public Counsel in File No. GC-

2016-0297 is denied. 

10. The Kansas property tax tracker previously ordered in File No. GR-2014-

0007 shall be continued. 

11. Spire Missouri Inc. shall provide the Staff of the Missouri Public Service 
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Commission and the Office of the Public Counsel surveillance data in the format agreed 

upon and set forth in Attachment 1 of Staff’s Initial Post-Hearing Brief on a quarterly 

basis.   

12. Spire Missouri Inc. shall provide the Staff of the Missouri Public Service 

Commission and the Office of the Public Counsel its general ledger and CC&B 

subledger on an annual basis, within 60 days of the close of Spire Missouri Inc.’s fiscal 

year, and shall make both the ledger and subledger available more frequently in the 

event further support of the surveillance data is needed. 

13. A tracker shall be established to account for any other effects (either over- 

or under-collection in rates) of the TCJA not captured by the current reduction in income 

tax expense for possible inclusion in rates at Spire Missouri Inc.’s next rate case. 

14. A tracker shall be established to defer any amounts in excess ADIT over 

or under the $11.5 million amount refunded in rates, from the effective date of rates 

resulting from this case, forward, for possible inclusion in a later Spire Missouri Inc. rate 

case. 

15. A tracker shall be established to account for any amounts of property tax 

expense, including for the automated meter reading devices that are discussion in this 

Report and Order, over or under the amounts set out in rates for possible inclusion in 

Spire Missouri Inc.’s next rate proceeding. 
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16. This report and order shall become effective on March 3, 2018. 

 

       BY THE COMMISSION 
 
 
 
 
       Morris L. Woodruff 
       Secretary 
 
 
Hall, Chm., Kenney, Rupp, Coleman, and  
Silvey, CC., concur. 
 
Dippell, Senior Regulatory Law Judge 

 


